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 The plan on a page 

Tuesday June 20 Wednesday June 21 Thursday June 22 
 

Friday June 23 
 

 7:30-8:30 am Breakfast: 
Dining Hall 

7:30-8:30am Breakfast: 
Dining Hall 

7:30-8:30am Breakfast: 
Dining Hall 

      

 8:50-10:00am Plenary: 
Sabrina Fossette-Halot - 
Chapel. Introduced by Nicki 
Mitchell 

8:50-10:00am Plenary: 
Renee Catullo - Chapel. 
Introduced by Scott Keogh 

8:50-10:00am Plenary: Rick 
Shine - Chapel. Introduced 
by Ben Philips 

 10:00-10:25 am Tea break 
 

10:00-10:15am Tea break 10:00-10:25am Tea break 

10:30-11:54am Short 
Talks: Session 1  - 
Clubhouse: upstairs and 
downstairs 

10:20am -12:00pm Mike Bull 
Symposium - Chapel 

10:30-11:42am Short Talks: 
Session 8  - Clubhouse: 
upstairs and downstairs 

     11:45 Conference close 
(upstairs) 

 

12:00-2:00pm Lunch 
(Dining Hall) and ASH 
AGM (Clubhouse upstairs) 

12:00-1:00pm Conference 
photo and lunch 

12:00-1:00pm Lunch: Dining 
Hall or Grab and Go, buses 
depart for airport from 
midday 

 

High ropes course and 
climbing wall open. Book at 
registration on Tuesday if 
interested 

1:00-2:00pm Short Talks: 
Session 5 - Clubhouse: 
upstairs and downstairs 

  

2:00-4:00pm 
Registration, locate 
accommodation, light 
fires, load talks, book 
activities 

2:00-3:00pm Speed talks: 
Session 2 Clubhouse 
upstairs 

2:00-3:00pm Speed talks: 
Session 6 Clubhouse 
upstairs 

 

  3:00-3:25pm Tea break 
 

3:00-3:25pm Tea break  

4:00-6:00pm Conference 
opening, followed by 
poster session and 
mixer: Clubhouse - 
downstairs 

3:30-4:30pm Speed talks: 
Session 3 Clubhouse 
upstairs 

3:30-4:30pm Speed talks: 
Session 7 Clubhouse 
upstairs 

   4:30-6:06pm Short Talks: 
Session 4 - Clubhouse 
upstairs and downstairs 

4:30-6:00pm Postgrad 
workshop, Clubhouse 
upstairs (also judges 
meetings, costume 
preparation)  

 Dinner from 6:00 pm: 
Dining Hall 

6:06 - 6:30pm Happy 
almost half hour (Dining 
Hall) 

6:00-6:30pm Happy half 
hour (Dining Hall) 

 

After dinner plenary 
7:00pm: Paul Doughty: 
Dining Hall. Introduced by 
Devi Stuart-Fox 

Dinner from 6:30 pm: 
Dining Hall 

6:30pm Conference dinner 
and prize night, crowning of 
new ASH President: Dining 
Hall 

 

Frogging tour with Dale 
Roberts. Departs 8:00pm 
(places limited) 

7:30 -10:00pm Simon 
Hudson tribute, followed 
by the ASH quiz night 

Dress code: Hippie  

8:00-10:00 pm: Campfire    From 8:30pm Band and 
dancing: Dining Hall 
 

 

  DJ Discodactylus  
    
 



 

 

  

 

 

 

*student 

Presenter Title                

Deanne Cummins* Evaluating population structure and local adaptation of a terrestrial-breeding 

amphibian via next generation sequencing 

Timothy Cutajar ‘Red Listing’ to help save Southeast Asia’s amphibians; towards a complete 

update of conservation assessments for the region 

Tara Daniell* Captive breeding of the endangered pygmy bluetongue lizard (Tiliqua 

adelaidensis) and investigating husbandry methods and behavioural types 

suitable for translocations. 

Min Seock Do*  Spatial distribution and interspecific competition of three brown frog species in 

South Korea 

Jendrian Riedel* On the evolution of cutaneous sensilla in Carphodactylidae and Diplodactylidae 

Katie Howard* Out-foxing introduced predators and their impacts on native turtles – is broad-

scale baiting effective and consistent? 

Bill Bateman Tongue twister: Is there any evidence for sexual dimorphism in the tongues of 

male and female dugites (Pseudonaja affinis)? 

Michael Mahony Culture, cryopreservation and recovery of viable and karyotypically normal 

Australian native amphibian cells 

Robert O’Reilly* MHC variation in sleepy lizards across a tick parapatric boundary 

Matthew Patterson* Ontogenetic changes in skull morphology and jaw musculature in dugites 

(Pseudonaja affinis) and south-west carpet pythons (Morelia spilota imbricata) 

Christopher Portway Finding frogs in flooded forest: distribution of and threats facing the green-

thighed Frog (Litoria brevipalmata) 

James Seidel* Population behavioural differences within the pygmy bluetongue lizard. 

Jian Wang Fungivorous impressed tortoises (Manouria impressa) select food by olfaction  

Alice Woodward*  Ecological constraints and group living in gidgee skinks 

 Poster Session 
 Clubhouse - Downstairs 

 Tuesday 20th June 4.30 – 6:00 pm 
 



 

 

 

 

  

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 

Chair: Ruchira Somaweera                                 

Upstairs 

 

MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY 

Chair: Mike Thompson                                    

Downstairs 

Time Speaker Title Speaker Title 

10:30 Kristen 

Petrov* 

The decline and recovery of 

the Bellinger River snapping 

turtle Myuchelys georges 

Jendrian Riedel* Microornamentation of leaf 

chameleons 

10:42 Alexandra 

Bouma* 

An assisted colonisation trial of 

the western swamp turtle: 

growth and thermoregulation of 

juveniles translocated into a 

cooler, wetter climate 

Marta Vidal-

Garcia* 

Morphological evolution across an 

ancient frog radiation is shaped by 

diet, locomotion and burrowing 

10:54 Melissa 

Wynn* 

Persistence in the face of 

invasion: Does Christmas 

Island’s last remaining endemic 

reptile use predator avoidance 

strategies to evade extinction?  

Ian Brennan* Miocene biome turnover 

constrained body size evolution of 

terrestrial Australian reptiles 

11:06 Jessica Agius* Combatting a novel bacterial 

pathogen threatening wildlife in 

a biodiversity hotspot 

Anna Pintor Hydroregulation in a tropical dry 

skinned ectotherm 

11:18 Jessica 

Clayton* 

Spiders as conservation 

managers for the endangered 

pygmy bluetongue lizard 

(Tiliqua adelaidensis) 

Jessica 

McGlashan* 

Synchronous hatching 

in freshwater turtles:  

metabolic and endocrine 

mechanisms  

11:30 Deon Gilbert 

 

Baw Baw frog recovery: six 

years of hard slog trying to keep 

an endemic Victorian amphibian 

endemic 

Jaimi Gray* In front by a nose: disparity in 

cranial geometry of Australian 

agamid lizards 

11:42 Donald 

McKnight* 

Back from the brink: population 

genomics of rainforest frogs 

following recovery from a 

chytridiomycosis outbreak 

James Baxter-

Gilbert* 

Shape up: variations in 

morphology and performance of 

eastern water dragons in response 

to urban landscapes 

 Session 1: Short talks 
 Clubhouse - Upstairs & Downstairs (concurrent session) 

 Wednesday 21st June 10.30am 

    



 

 

 

 

Chair: Joanna Summer    

                                     

Time 

 

Speaker Title 

2:00 James Barr* Home range and social structure of the King’s skink (Egernia kingii) on 

Penguin Island, Western Australia. 

 

2:06 Stewart Macdonald Reptiles assessments: known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown 

unknowns  

 

2:12 Jon-Paul Emery* Exploring options for a Critically Endangered reptile on Christmas Island: 

the blue- tailed skink (Cryptoblepharus egeriae) 

 

2:18 Eridani Mulder To monitor the monitors: developing an ecological health monitoring 

framework encompassing reptiles across Australian Wildlife Conservancy 

sanctuaries 

 

2:24 Ashleigh Wolfe* A most dangerous game: Can the average Western Australian differentiate 

between harmless and venomous endemic reptiles? 

 

2:30 Claudia Santori* TurtleSAT, validation of citizen science database and turtle road kill 

analysis  

 

2:36 Leonie Valentine Translocating reptiles for restoring ecosystem function 

 

2:42 Kirilee Chaplin* Using X-rays to see through cryptic Tympanocryptis taxonomy 

 

 Session 2: Speed talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs 

 Wednesday 21st June 2pm 
 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chair: Scott Keogh                                                   

Time Speaker Title 

3:30 Mitzy Pepper Limb-reduced skinks traverse the arid Nullarbor Plain with ease: molecular 

and morphological assessment of Hemiergis and the biogeography of southern 

Australia 

3:36 Sakib Kazi* Where the worm lizards are: island endemicity in a fossorial Caribbean reptile 

3:42 Theja  Abayarathna* Can lizards adapt to hotter nest temperatures? Effects of incubation 

temperature on offspring morphology and thermal tolerance 

3:48 Katrina Rankin Bearded dragons change colour more in spring 

3:54 Devi Stuart-Fox Lizard pigments: a cautionary tale 

4:00 Jian Wang Temporal changes of blood stable isotopes following release of captive-bred 

western swamp tortoises (Pseudemydura umbrina) 

4:06 Matthew Patterson* Ontogenetic changes in skull morphology and jaw musculature in dugites 

(Pseudonaja affinis) and south-west carpet pythons (Morelia spilota 

imbricata) 

4:12 Glenn Shea Fifty thousand scales of grey: sexual dimorphism and ontogenetic change in 

Anilios proximus (Scolecophidia: Typhlopidae) – an exercise in 

sadomasochism 

 Session 3: Speed talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs 

 Wednesday 21st June 3.30pm 
 



  

BEHAVIOURAL ECOLOGY 

Chair: Devi Stuart-Fox                                         

Upstairs 

 

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 

Chair: Frank Lemckert                                       

Downstairs 

Time Speaker Title Speaker Title 

4.30 

 

 

Jose Ramos* Motion-based signalling 

variation in closely related 

agamid species: the 

Ctenophorus decresii complex 

Jake Urlus Factors influencing the 

abundance and occupancy of 

frog species in urban 

constructed wetlands 

4.42 Caroline Dong* Colour vision and opsin 

expression variation in an 

agamid, Ctenophorus decresii 

Emily 

Hoffmann* 

Just add water? Rapid frog 

breeding in response to 

environmental watering of 

temporary wetlands in the 

lower Murray region 

4.54 Richard Bartle* Differences in aggressive 

behavior between lineages of 

the tawny dragon Ctenophorus 

decresii are consistent with 

asymmetric introgression 

Kaya Klop-

Toker* 

Invasive mosquitofish may 

reduce the recruitment success 

of a threatened frog 

5.06 Erik Wapstra Climate and sex ratio variation 

in a viviparous lizard 

Katie Howard* On the move: dispersal and 

home range of Murray River 

Turtles 

5.18 Julia Riley* Does early experience impact 

social behaviour of the family-

living tree skink? 

James Van Dyke Regional declines of freshwater 

turtles in the Murray River 

Catchment 

5.30 Thomas 

Botterill-James* 

Family aggression in a social 

lizard 

Lin Schwarzkopf No tradeoff between long-term 

economic returns from grazing 

and biodiversity of reptiles 

5.42 Eric Nordberg* Seasonal prey switching in 

birds and non-predator-

dependent predation risk in 

lizards 

Mike Bamford Reptiles as bio-indicators in 

minesite rehabilitation 

5.54 Claire Treilibs* Spatial dynamics and burrow 

occupancy in a desert 

floodplain specialist, Slater’s 

skink, Liopholis slateri 

Cameron Baker* Environmental drivers of 

female estuarine crocodile 

Crocodylus porosus migration 

and nesting 

 Session 4: Short talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs & Downstairs (concurrent session) 

 Wednesday 21st June 4.30pm 
 



 

 

 

 

  

 Mike Bull Symposium 
 Thursday 22nd June 10.20am  

 Chapel 

Time Speaker Title 

10:20 Mark Hutchinson Mike Bull - a long-term legacy from long-term studies 

10:30 Ross Alford Mike Bull and the value of long term ecological studies 

10:45 Martin Whiting Mike Bull: a pioneer of lizard sociality 

11:00 Dale Roberts Ticks, rainfall and frog hybrid zones: CM Bull Act 1 

11:15 Deb Bower The role of pathogens and parasites in the ecology of reptiles and 

amphibians 

 

11:30 Jonathan Webb Conserving the Australian herpetofauna: in homage to Mike Bull 

 

11.45 Mike Gardner Mike Bull - nature and nurture 

 



 

 

 

 

  

SEA TURTLE BIOLOGY 

Chair: Leonie Valentine                               

Upstairs 

 

EVOLUTION AND SPECIATION 

Chair: Paul Doughty                                    

Downstairs 

Time Speaker Title Speaker Title 

1.00 Blair Bentley* Geographic variation in 

temperature-dependent sex 

determining mechanisms 

and development rate of sea 

turtles (Chelonia, Natator) 

in Western Australia 

Christina 

Zdenek* 

Brown and taipan antivenom 

efficacy and cross-reactivity 

with coagulotoxins from all 

Pseudonaja and Oxyuranus 

species 

1.12 Jamie Tedeschi Flatback sea turtle embryos 

(Natator depressus) show a 

positive response to acute 

thermal stress 

Jane Melville The last piece of the puzzle: 

discovery of new 

populations of Cryptagama 

aurita in the central 

Kimberley finally leads to 

the revelation of its 

phylogenetic affinities 

1.24 Ray Chatterji* A quantitative analysis of 

skull growth and evolution 

in sea turtles (Testudinata: 

Chelonoidea) 

Rebecca Laver* Ancient diversity in young 

islands 

1.36 Jessica Stubbs* Embryonic oxygen 

consumption and growth in 

Ningaloo green turtles 

George 

Cunningham* 

Sex in a warming climate: 

predicting the influence of 

climate on offspring sex in 

snow skinks across 

Tasmania 

1.48 Juan Lei* Intraspecific variation in 

space use of coastal lace 

goannas 

Carlos Pavon- 
Vazquez* 

Hiding above the clouds: 

pseudocryptic speciation in 

the mountain-dwelling 

shortnose skink Plestiodon 

brevirostris 

 Session 5: Short talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs & Downstairs (concurrent session) 

 Thursday 22nd June 1.00pm 
 



 

 

 

 

Chair: Sally Potter 

 

Time Speaker Title 

2:00 Andrew Amey Cryptic diversity in north Queensland Lerista (Scincidae) 

 

2:06 Blanche  D'Anastasi* Scales and tails illuminate the tale of the Shark Bay sea snake  

 

2:12 Chantelle Derez* How many bands make a bandy-bandy: Introducing a new species 

from Cape York and evolutionary support for tropical Vermicella 

speciation 

 

2:18 Jodi Rowley The mystery of the peppered tree frog: extinct, one of Australia’s most 

threatened frogs, or not even a valid species? 

 

2:24 Claire Stevenson Trapped in the rocks: a new species of sand-sliding Lerista from the 

northern Pilbara, Western Australia 

 

2:30 Louise Durkin Genetic and morphological signatures of hybridization in a Cambodian 

leaf turtle population 

 

2:36 Carmel Maher* Conservation genomics in the Australian pygmy bluetongue lizard 

(Tiliqua adelaidensis) 

 

2:42 Michael Mahony Are polyploidy Neobatrachus species the result of hybridisation among 

diploid species following by total genome duplication? Testing the 

differentiated genome and meiotic perturbation model of polploidy 

origins. 

 Session 6: Speed talks  
 Clubhouse – Upstairs 

 Thursday 22nd June 2.00pm 
 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chair: Michael Kearney 

 

Time Speaker Title 

3.30 Rocio Aguilar* Activity and sheltering behaviour in two species of Ctenophorus dragons 

with different foraging modes  

 

3.36 Melissa Bruton Feral cats and reptiles in Australia’s tropical north  

 

3.42 Reannan Honey* Spatial learning ability influences survival in hatchling velvet geckos 

 

3.48 Damian Lettoof* Cane toads beneath bird rookeries: utilisation of a natural disturbance by 

an invasive species 

 

3:54 Ben Muller* Defining the active space of cane toad (Rhinella marina) advertisement 

calls: males respond from further than females 

 

4.00 Birgit Szabo* Learning colours and shapes: reversal learning and shift of a 

multidimensional visual cue in a lizard 

 

4.06 Shelley Thompson* Scat on the doorstep: crevice choice in a group living lizard is influenced 

by the presence of scat piles 

 

4.12 Geoff While Why won’t the kids leave home? 

 

4:18 Joshua Kemsley The triggers of reptile labour 

 

 Session 7: Speed talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs 

 Thursday 22nd June 3.30pm 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

  

GECKOS AND EVOLUTION 

Chair: Andrew Amey                                            

Upstairs 

 

CONSERVATION AND TAXONOMY 

Chair: Nicki Mitchell 

Downstairs 

Time Speaker Title Speaker Title 

10.30 Aaron Bauer Recent reptile discoveries from 

New Caledonia 

Nick Clemann 

 

Little brown things: a case study 

of conservation funding success 

amidst taxonomic bias  

10.42 Mark Sistrom Discovering antibiotic 

compounds in gecko skin 

Sven Mecke In black and white: on the 

taxonomic history and diversity 

of Cylindrophis ruffus 

(Serpentes, Cylindrophiidae)  

10.54 Paul Oliver Measuring what we’ve lost: 

biogeographic affinities and 

divergence of the Christmas 

Island endemic reptile fauna 

Matt Greenlees Taking the toads less travelled: 

an overview of the ecology of 

cane toads in New South Wales. 

11.06 Todd 

Jackman 

 

Rapidly evolving long exon 

capture: a new sequence 

capture dataset for 

phylogenomics as applied to 

squamates and diplodactylid 

geckos 

Hinrich Kaiser 

 

 

 

Review of the common Australo-

Papuan groundsnakes (genus 

Stegonotus Duméril et al., 1854): 

a taxonomic and biogeographic 

conundrum resolved  

11.18 Ishan 

Agarwal 

A complex biogeographic 

history for the eyelid geckos 

(Eublepharidae, Eublepharis) 

Nathan Rusli Conservation efforts of 

herpetofauna in West Java, 

Indonesia 

11.30 Danielle 

Edwards 

Ecological drivers of 

phenotypic evolution in a 

Patagonian Liolaemus lizard 

radiation 

 Session 8: Short talks 
 Clubhouse – Upstairs & Downstairs (concurrent session) 

 Friday 23rd June 10.30am  

 
 



ABSTRACTS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF PRESENTER 

 

 

 

M.G.Theja Abayarathna & Jonathan K. Webb 

School of Life Sciences, University of Technology Sydney 

Can lizards adapt to hotter nest temperatures? Effects of incubation temperature on offspring 

morphology and thermal tolerance 

The frequency and duration of summer heatwaves is predicted to increase in future, which may produce higher 

temperatures inside lizard nests. Species that oviposit inside communal nests may be particularly vulnerable to 

summer heatwaves, particularly if embryos cannot tolerate higher developmental temperatures. However, 

exposure to higher temperatures during development could potentially facilitate adaptive shifts in the heat 

tolerance of hatchlings, potentially buffering them from the effects of higher environmental temperatures. To 

investigate how future increases in nest temperatures may affect egg hatching success and hatchling 

phenotypes, we incubated the eggs of the velvet gecko, Amalosia lesueurii, under two fluctuating temperature 

regimes to mimic current and future nest temperatures. Hatching success was significantly lower under future-

temperature than current-temperature incubation. Hatchlings from the future-temperature incubation treatment 

hatched earlier, and were significantly smaller than hatchlings from current-temperature incubation treatment. 

The thermal tolerance of hatchlings did not differ between incubation treatments, but heat hardening responses 

were higher in hatchlings from current-temperature incubation. Our results suggest that future increases in nest 

temperatures may influence both egg survival and hatchling phenotypes, which in turn may influence hatchling 

survival. Increases in the extent and duration of summer heatwaves could influence population viability in this 

communal nesting lizard.  

Back 

 

Ishan Agarwal1,2, Aaron M Bauer1, Tony Gamble3, Anurag Mishra2 & Uma Ramakrishnan2 
1Department of Biology, Villanova University; 2Ecology and Evolution, National Centre for Biological 

Sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research; 3Department of Biological Sciences, Marquette University 

A complex biogeographic history for the eyelid geckos (Eublepharidae, Eublepharis) 

Eublepharis is the Saharo-Arabian and Indian representative of the Eublepharidae, with six recognized species 

distributed from Turkey eastward into India. Eublepharis spp. are familiar in the pet-trade, with Eublepharis 

macularius a frequently used model laboratory organism. However, relationships between species and the 

evolutionary history of the genus are unknown, with published sequences for only a single wild-caught 

Eublepharis. We sequenced multiple nuclear markers and ND2 for wild-caught Eublepharis from across their 

range and a diversity of pet-trade samples to reconstruct evolutionary relationships and evaluate diversity within 

the genus. Eublepharis is strongly supported as monophyletic, though basal relationships are poorly resolved. 

Phylogenetic reconstructions alternately place Eublepharis angramainyu or E. hardwickii as sister to other 

Eublepharis. Recognized species exhibit ND2 divergences of >6% from each other, indicating the possible 

validity of two synonyms and deeply divergent lineages within Eublepharis angramainyu and E. hardwickii. 

Biogeographic reconstructions suggest a Saharo-Arabian or Indian origin for Eublepharis in the Oligocene-

Miocene, with either a single dispersal out-of-India or two dispersals out-of-India, respectively. There is 

evidence for hybridization in pet-trade Eublepharis spp., with nuclear-mitochondrial discordance, suggesting a 

re-evaluation of source populations of ‘Eublepharis macularius’ in laboratory studies. 

Back 

 



Jessica Agius1, Karrie Rose2, David Phalen1, Jane Hall2, Paul Thompson2, Brendan Tiernan3, Mukesh 

Srivastava4 & Cheryl Jenkins4 

1Faculty of Veterinary Science, School of Life and Environmental Science, University of Sydney;  2Taronga 

Conservation Society Australia; 3Christmas Island National Park; 4New South Wales Department of Primary 

Industries 

Combatting a novel bacterial pathogen threatening wildlife in a biodiversity hotspot 

Emerging infectious agents are key threatening processes which have caused significant adverse impacts on 

island endemics. The detection of a novel infection with a morphologically unusual microorganism was first 

observed in captive critically endangered native Lister’s geckos (Lepidodactylus listeri) on Christmas Island in 

October 2014. Since then, the infection has been identified in the critically endangered native blue-tailed skink 

(Cryptoblepharus egeriae), and invasive common house geckos (Hemidactylus frenatus) and four-clawed 

geckos (Gehyra mutilata). This study examined native and invasive reptiles collected from Christmas Island to 

characterize the causative agent, describe the distribution of lesions, determine the spatial and temporal disease 

distribution, and disease prevalence. Through the employment of cytological, histopathological, molecular and 

phylogenetic methods, the agent was identified to genus level. Results indicated that the organism was a Gram 

positive coccoid bacterium encapsulated by a matrix ultrastructurally formed by projecting pili. The bacterium 

is associated with severe and extensive parenchyma replacement, with a minimal-to-none host inflammatory 

response. Molecular characterisation places it within the Enterococcus genus, with high sequence similarity to 

E. faecium. These findings indicate the potential for this bacterium to threaten recovery efforts, and contribute 

to the declines of Christmas Island critically endangered native reptiles. 

Back 

 

Rocío Aguilar, Marianne Coquilleau & Michael R. Kearney 

BioSciences 4, School of BiosSiences, The University of Melbourne 

Activity and sheltering behaviour in two species of Ctenophorus dragons with different foraging modes  

A major dichotomy in the foraging modes of lizards is between active and sit-and-wait. The agamid lizard 

genus Ctenophorus mostly comprises active foragers. However, some species, including the Eastern Heath 

dragon Ctenophorus chapmani, have evolved a sit-and-wait foraging mode. We contrasted the foraging and 

sheltering behaviour of C. chapmani with a co-occurring active-forager C. fordi in a controlled laboratory 

setting. We placed individual lizards in arenas offering different vegetation microhabitats that are available 

within their Mallee-habitat: bare sand, low- and high-density leaf-litter, Triodia grass-clumps. They were 

exposed to a typical summer day cycle. We used video recordings to determine frequency of visits to each 

substrate type, their active period and choice of retreat at night. We also recorded their foraging behaviour by 

offering food items individually. We found C. chapmani to be significantly less active and to spend more time 

in leaf litter than C. fordi during day and night, showing a typical sit-and-wait predator behaviour when offered 

a food item. We also documented the unique, cryptic burrowing behaviour used by C. chapmani when 

sheltering. These observations are consistent with our observations in the field and further study on the group 

should provide important insights into the transition from an active to a sit-and-wait foraging mode. 

Back 

 

Ross A. Alford 

College of Science and Engineering, James Cook University 

Mike Bull and the value of long term ecological studies  

Early in my time in Australia, Mike Bull advised me to pick a system and stick with it, something he did (with 

many branches and adjustments) and was very successful at. Mike’s system, broadly defined, was the lizards of 

arid southern Australia and their parasites. He set up several major studies over his long and very successful 

career, and in each case, the original study became an ongoing series of projects that suggested hypotheses that 

suggested other hypotheses that fed into new projects that ramified into tests of major ideas in ecology, all while 



maintaining a focus on the continuity of the underlying long term programs. One of the tragedies of modern 

ecology and conservation biology is that just as ecologists began to realize that the world is not equilibrial, but 

is subject to constant change, we began to recognize that anthropogenic factors are making understanding the 

range of change in undisturbed natural systems very difficult.  Mike’s data collection occupied enough time, in 

relatively undisturbed systems, to allow some understanding of natural change while detecting the beginnings of 

change associated with anthropogenic factors. His career should serve as an example of how to approach a real 

understanding of ecology. 

Back 

 

Andrew P Amey, Patrick J. Couper & Jessica Worthington Wilmer 

Queensland Museum 

Cryptic diversity in north Queensland Lerista (Scincidae) 

Lerista vittata was first collected in a dry rainforest patch, St Pauls Scrub, west of Townsville, and described in 

1983.  This was the only known locality for L. vittata until in 2002, specimens keying out to this species were 

collected at Blackbraes National Park, 300 km to the north-west. The status of this second population was 

unclear as, despite having distinctive colour pattern differences, morphology could not otherwise separate the 

two populations.  At the time, tissue samples from the St Pauls population were unavailable, preventing genetic 

comparison.  This had conservation significance, as Lerista vittata is listed as Endangered by the IUCN.  A 

survey in 2014 successfully collected samples from the type population to compare with the Blackbraes 

population, as well as other species of Lerista occurring nearby.  Genetic analysis showed the Blackbraes 

population to be specifically distinct from that at St Pauls and is in fact more closely related to Lerista ameles 

and Lerista storri.  The Blackbraes population has now been described as Lerista vanderduysi. 

Back 

 

Cameron J. Baker, Ross G. Dwyer & Craig E. Franklin, 

School of Biological Science, The University of Queensland 

Environmental drivers of female estuarine crocodile Crocodylus porosus migration and nesting 

Understanding reproduction has been a major focus in crocodilian biology. Crocodylus porosus are seasonal 

breeders, with reproduction and nesting occurring during the wet season between November and March. While 

thought to be constrained around suitable nesting sites, female C. porosus have been observed occupying 

distinct dry season home ranges, migrating greater than 60 km to suitable nesting sites. Rainfall is often 

described as the major nesting driver of C. porosus, with hatchling abundance correlated with increased rainfall. 

However, the influence of environmental factors on female migration and nesting has never been empirically 

examined. Utilizing up to ten years of biotelemetry data from 56 wild female C. porosus in combination with 

captive nesting data we have examined how shifts in environmental factors influence female C. porosus 

migration and nesting. We will present the first empirical evidence of how environmental variables influence 

adult female C. porosus nesting behavior and reproduction. 

Back 

 

Michael John Bamford & Wesley John Bancroft  

MJ & AR Bamford Consulting Ecologists 

Reptiles as bio-indicators in minesite rehabilitation   

Post-mining rehabilitation is often a commitment of mining approval, and plants are widely used to measure 

‘success’; fauna less-so.  Where reptiles are a major component of the biota, they are potentially useful as bio-

indicators as they have specific structural requirements of the environment, and they can be sampled non-

destructively while providing detailed population information.  Monitoring of reptile assemblages in mine-site 



rehabilitation and control sites at Tronox’s Cooljarloo mine on the coastal sandplain north of Perth has taken 

place almost annually since 1989.  This work has found that:  Colonisation is most rapid where the natural soil 

profile is reproduced. Several early colonist species are also post-fire colonists and there is one disturbance-

specialist;  In species with adequate samples, colonisation involves animals of multiple age cohorts;  After 10 

years in ‘good’ rehabilitation, the reptile assemblage is distinct from that of control sites, but with most 

common species represented.  Recalcitrant species may be poor at dispersal, naturally occur at low densities or 

may be under-represented in samples due to the primary sampling method (pitfall traps).  The study has 

implications for minesite rehabilitation and demonstrates the need to understand the limitations of sampling 

methods.  

Back 

 

James Barr 

Department of Veterinary Biology, Murdoch University 

Home range and social structure of the King’s skink (Egernia kingii) on Penguin Island, Western 

Australia 

Individuals of the Egernia group show considerable variation in their social organisation and composition, 

ranging from primarily solitary species to long-term stable family groups. Detailed information of this group 

only exists for a select subset of species, with only a few published studies on the King’s skink, Egernia kingii. 

The most detailed study on the social behaviour of King’s skinks comes from long-term observation of a 

suburban backyard population, revealing that they live in social groups comprised of an adult pair and 

subsequent cohorts of sub-adults and juveniles. I expand the understanding of the social organisation of King’s 

skinks by investigating home range and social structure characteristics of a natural population on Penguin Island 

in Western Australia. Adult skinks were attached with VHF trackers between the mating and non-mating period 

in 2015/2016. Home range size and overlap characters were analysed using minimum convex polygons (MCPs). 

Adult skinks showed considerable variation in their home range sizes, yet remained stable between mating and 

non-mating periods. This stability between periods was also observed for their social structure; the number of 

individuals and percentage of home range overlap for both total (95%) and core (50%) MCP did not 

significantly differ.  
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Richard Bartle & Devi Stuart-Fox 

School of Biosciences, The University of Melbourne 

Differences in aggressive behavior between lineages of the tawny dragon Ctenophorus decresii are 

consistent with asymmetric introgression 

Contact zones between divergent lineages provide opportunities to understand mechanisms that influence 

patterns of gene-flow and ultimately drive speciation. We investigated the potential role of male-male 

competition in explaining asymmetric introgression between two divergent lineages of the tawny dragon lizard, 

Ctenophorus decresii. Northern and southern lineages of this species hybridise in a narrow contact zone with 

introgression of southern genes northwards.  We examined aggression of genetically pure northern and southern 

focal males to intruders of the same and opposite lineage in laboratory trials. We found that southern males 

emerged from their hides sooner and exhibited higher levels of aggression (chasing and wrestling) than northern 

males, irrespective of the intruder male’s lineage. Differences in aggressive behaviour between males of the two 

lineages could partially explain asymmetric introgression (e.g. southern males more likely to mate with northern 

females). Further studies are being conducted to examine mating interactions and reproductive success between 

males and females of each lineage.  
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Tongue Twister: is there any evidence for sexual dimorphism in the tongues of male and female dugites 

(Pseudonaja affinis)?  

Many snake species exhibit sexual dimorphism in body size or appearance. In general, male snakes seek out 

females during the breeding season using chemosensors located in their tongues. Increased tongue bifurcation in 

snakes may enhance trail-following abilities for locating mates through simultaneously comparing stimulus 

intensities on both sides of the body.  We hypothesized that male dugites would have longer tongue tine lengths, 

reflecting increased chemosensory ability. We examined 45 dugite specimens and recorded body length, head 

size, sex and tongue lengths. Our results indicate that there is no significant difference in tine length or tongue 

structure between male and female dugites. This differs from a previous study of the tongues of the copperhead 

Agkistrodon contortrix. We suggest that this is due to differences in foraging and mate searching behaviour 

between the species. 
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Recent reptile discoveries from New Caledonia 

Despite several decades of intensive herpetological investigations which have increased the known endemic 

herpetofauna of New Caledonia several fold, novelties remain to be discovered. Recent field work on the 

Grande Terre and offshore islands on New Caledonia and associated molecular phylogenetic investigations 

have revealed both entirely new taxa and new biological and distributional data about poorly known species. In 

addition to approximately 30 as yet undescribed species of Bavayia, a new genus and species of giant gecko has 

been identified from the Grande Terre. Insular findings include a new Epibator from Walpole Island (the first 

endemic reptile from the island), a new genus of skink from the Ile des Pins, the revalidation of a previously 

poorly characterised Caledoniscincus from the Ile des Pins, and the collection of ecological data for 

Phoboscincus bocourti, a giant skink only recently rediscovered. Although the combination of traditional 

morphological approaches and molecular phylogenetics has yielded a fine scale understanding of genealogical 

and geographic patterns across New Caledonia, each of the few previously unsampled habitats and localities 

has, when investigated, revealed surprises, suggesting that the discovery phase of New Caledonian herpetology 

yet over.  
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James H. Baxter-Gilbert & Martin J. Whiting  

Department of Biological Science, Macquarie University 

Shape up: variations in morphology and performance of eastern water dragons in response to urban 

landscapes 

The prominent driver reducing biodiversity is habitat degradation and fragmentation resulting from human 

development and urbanisation. Of all the declining vertebrate groups, reptiles have suffered the most 

substantial losses, suggesting that they as a group are particularly vulnerable to urbanisation. However, there 

are certain reptile species that thrive in urban landscapes where most others could not. Urban areas are novel 

ecosystems, containing hosts of predators, prey items, mortality sources, and landscapes previously 

unknown to native species. Native populations encountering urbanisation would have selective pressures 

acting to alter certain life- and natural- history traits. The focus of this research is to test the hypothesis that 

urban dragon populations are able to thrive because of population-level morphological and physioloigcal 

responses specific to urban landscapes, resulting in distinct variations in limb shape between natural (narrow 



perching) and urban (hard and flat surfaces) habitats. This variation should also provide an advantage when 

traversing these specific surfaces. This research will shed light into one of the possible the mechanisms that 

allow certain reptiles to overcome the challenges of living in urban areas. 
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Centre for Evolutionary Biology, School of Biological Sciences, University of Western Australia 

Geographic variation in temperature-dependent sex determining mechanisms and development rate of 

sea turtles (Chelonia, Natator) in Western Australia 

Sea turtles have an environmental mechanism of sex-determination where incubation temperature influences 

sex (TSD). The parameters describing the TSD reaction norm vary between and within species, however few 

studies have explored geographical variation in sea turtles. Development rates should also vary between 

rookeries, and reflect local climatic conditions due to strong selection pressures on incubation times. Here, we 

incubated freshly oviposited eggs from four rookeries of flatback turtle (Natator depressus) and one rookery of 

green turtle (Chelonia mydas) at a range of constant and cycling temperatures to compare TSD reaction norm 

parameters and development rates. We found that pivotal temperatures and transitional range of temperatures 

varied between and within species, however against expected latitudinal trends. Incubation duration was 

significantly influenced by temperature and this also varied between rookeries. These results may suggest 

differing adaptive responses to high incubation temperatures in N. depressus where the Cape Domett rookery 

has shifted nesting phenology to a cooler time of year, and where Eighty Mile Beach has adapted sex 

determining mechanisms reaction norm parameters to facilitate balanced sex-ratios. We present these 

physiological parameters in the context of process-explicit modelling for climate change scenarios, where they 

can be used as inputs for the biophysiological model. 
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Family aggression in a social lizard 

The evolution of family living is underpinned by conflict and cooperation between family members. While 

family groups can be maintained by reducing conflict between parents and offspring, interactions between 

siblings may play an equally important role. Here, we compared the level of aggressive interactions between 

siblings to that between parents and their offspring in the family living skink Liopholis whitii. Aggressive 

interactions occurred much more frequently between siblings and between fathers and offspring than between 

mothers and their offspring. These results suggest that ecological and social conditions that reduce conflict 

between siblings and between males and offspring will be fundamental in the evolutionary maintenance and 

diversification of family living in this and related lizard species. 
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An assisted colonisation trial of the western swamp turtle: growth and thermoregulation of juveniles 

translocated into a cooler, wetter climate. 

The long-term survival of Australia’s rarest reptile, the Critically Endangered western swamp turtle 

(Pseudemydura umbrina), is being threatened as a direct result of climate change. The highly fragmented 

transient wetlands in which they occur have been marginalised by a significant shift towards hotter, drier 

conditions throughout south-west WA in recent decades. Consequently, their current range is unlikely to contain 

suitable habitat by 2070, as shorter hydroperiods will reduce the time available to forage and grow before they 

enter summer aestivation. Physical barriers to movement has made natural relocation impossible. In response to 

this, 35 juvenile turtles were translocated to three, thermally distinct sites in August 2016. One site north of 

their range mimics the thermal environment of the current habitat in the next 50 years, and two sites 

approximately 400km south are currently cooler and wetter, but may be thermally and hydrologically ideal in 

the future. This project field tested the suitability of the southern sites for future assisted colonisations by 

monitoring growth every fortnight and thermoregulation through inferences of microhabitat selection. We 

anticipate that slower growth rates exhibited in the southern sites may be offset by longer hydroperiods, giving 

turtles more time to forage and grow. 
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Deborah Bower  

College of Science and Engineering, James Cook University 

The role of pathogens and parasites in the ecology of reptiles and amphibians 

Early research into the ecology of reptiles and amphibians largely overlooked the ecological significance of 

parasites and pathogens, preferring to concentrate on less microscopic processes. Fortunately, founding research 

of noble herpetological pioneers, attuned to the powers of the beasts within, provided a valuable footing for 

understanding the importance of quiet invaders. We now know a great diversity of pathogens exploit reptile and 

amphibian hosts from viruses and bacteria to a range of remarkable eukaryotic organisms. These parasites and 

pathogens affect a wide suite of demographic, behavioural and physiological factors in host species, 

manipulating love, lust, friendship, movement, survival, diet and mojo. From sex-driven frogs infected with the 

amphibian chytrid fungus, to reduced home ranges of sleepy lizards infected with blood parasites and ticks; 

these findings have far reaching implications for ecology and conservation. Emerging infectious diseases are a 

primary threat to many frog and reptile populations and appear to be increasing over time, future research is 

needed to better understand processing enabling population recovery, and to examine synergistic interactions of 

parasites and pathogens with fragmentation, climate change and other threatening processes.  
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Ian G. Brennan & J. Scott Keogh 

Department of Ecology and Evolution, Australian National University 

Miocene biome turnover constrained body size evolution of terrestrial Australian reptiles 

Climatic trends may influence macroevolutionary trajectories via abiotic and biotic paths. Evidence from mass 

extinction events suggest rapid climatic oscillations can influence ecological diversification by opening niche 

space and precipitating adaptive radiation. However, dramatic climatic events represent infrequent deviations 

from extended periods of protracted climate change and biome turnover. Our understanding of the 

macroevolutionary impacts of the intervening periods of gradual change, and the degree to which these may 

congruently influence ecologically divergent groups, remains limited. In contrast to rapid perturbations, gradual 

climatic change may constrain ecological diversification by making conditions favorable for allopatric and 

nonadaptive speciation. We tested these concepts using a series of fossil-calibrated, species-level phylogenies, 



and continuous morphological and discrete ecological data for four of Australia’s most diverse and iconic 

squamate radiations (agamid lizards, sphenomorphine skinks, pygopodoid geckos, varanid lizards). We 

demonstrate that Miocene cooling and aridification restricted niche diversification of these diverse Australian 

radiations. Our findings suggest that bounded morphological divergence during the late Miocene coincided with 

elevated rates of allopatric, particularly vicariant, speciation, characterizing a shift from adaptive to nonadaptive 

processes during a period of considerable biome transition, highlighting the influence gradual abiotic changes 

may have on niche evolution.    
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Feral cats and reptiles in Australia’s tropical north 

The negative impacts of feral cats on Australia’s small mammal populations are well-known. However, the 

impacts of feral cats on Australia’s reptile populations, particularly in northern Australia, are less well-

understood. Here we assess the impact of feral cat exclusion on reptile populations in a paired-enclosure 

experiment. We established two 12.5 ha enclosures within tropical woodlands of the Northern Territory. One 

enclosure was within gently undulating lowland mudstone plains with mixed eucalypt / Terminalia woodland 

over spinifex. The other enclosure was located approximately 13 km away on a highland sandstone plateau with 

mixed eucalypt / Cooktown ironwood over tussock grasses. Each of the two enclosures was divided in half, 

with cats and dingoes able to access one sector but not the other sector. The resident reptile populations within 

all four sectors were monitored during different seasons from 2011 until 2013 (n = 8 monitoring periods) at 38 

permanent trapping sites (n = 9 sites per sector). Cat and dingo activity, including incursions into the sectors, 

was simultaneously monitored. Here we outline the findings and conservation implications from this monitoring 

program. 
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School of Biological Sciences, University of Adelaide; South Australian Museum, Adelaide 

A quantitative analysis of skull growth and evolution in sea turtles (Testudinata: Chelonoidea) 

Sea turtles show marked changes in skull shape during post-hatching ontogeny. Using a sample of over 30 

skulls representing all 7 species at a variety of growth stages, X-ray computed tomography, and 3D geometric 

morphometrics, we investigated the ontogenetic shifts in skull morphology in all seven extant species of sea 

turtle.  General trends are similar to those seen in the ontogeny of skull shape of other tetrapod groups, with 

orbits showing negative allometry and trophic structures showing positive allometry. The degree of divergence 

away from the hatchling morphology varies across the species.  We confirmed the findings of previous studies 

that Dermochelys coriacea is paedomorphic in many respects, adults retaining skull structure and proportions 

that are closer to those of hatchlings than is the case in other sea turtles.  Among the typical, cheloniid sea 

turtles, we found that Natator depressus showed some paedomorphic features, while the most peramorphic 

species was Caretta caretta.  The skull shape of hatchlings better reflected the molecular phylogeny of the 

group than did the skull shape of adults.  These results suggest that the post-hatchling changes we observed in 

skull and jaw shape are driven by diet specialisation rather being constrained by phylogenetic relatedness.  
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Spiders as conservation managers for the Endangered pygmy bluetongue lizard (Tiliqua adelaidensis) 

The pygmy bluetongue lizard (Tiliqua adelaidensis) is an Endangered skink, endemic to the Mid North of South 

Australia. It obligatorily occupies spider burrows, dug by wolf spiders and trapdoor spiders. Previous research 

has shown that lizards may occupy the same burrow for many months, but it has not identified what influences 

burrow selection by lizards. We aimed to investigate burrow selection, specifically determining whether a lizard 

would move into a burrow occupied by another species, and whether lizards had a preference for a particular 

burrow type. We conducted our research in the Tiliqua Reserve, near Burra, South Australia. We monitored 12 

30m X 30m plots over two lizard activity seasons (Sep-Mar 2012-2014). We found that lizards more often 

moved into burrows constructed by trapdoor spiders, and had a preference for empty burrows. They selected 

deeper burrows as long-term residences, indicating that their preferences may be driven by burrow depth. These 

results indicate that lizards are unlikely to move into occupied burrows and that burrows are most likely to be 

abandoned by spiders and other occupants prior to a lizard occupying a burrow. Lizard population persistence 

depends on sustaining spider populations. 
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Little brown things: a case study of conservation funding success amidst taxonomic bias 

Substantial taxonomic bias exists in prioritising and funding conservation activities for threatened species.  Due 

to the ‘cute-and-cuddly’ factor, mammals and birds are typically favoured over invertebrates and ectothermic 

vertebrates.  Rarely, a person with influence can redress this situation.  I detail such an example that resulted in 

significant funding for lesser known threatened reptiles, frogs and an invertebrate in south-eastern Australia.  

This prescient person, from the Victorian Government’s Premier’s office, sought advice from experts on these 

species (which he termed “the Little Brown Things”) in order to understand their plight.  He subsequently used 

that knowledge to successfully lobby his colleagues for funding for these species.  I detail the background to the 

Little Brown Things fund, and explain how the funding is being used to address key conservation knowledge 

gaps for two nationally Endangered lizards endemic to the mainland alps: the Alpine She-oak Skink 

Cyclodomorphus praealtus and Guthega Skink Liopholis guthega. 
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Using X-rays to see through cryptic Tympanocryptis taxonomy 

Grassland earless dragons (Agamidae: Tympanocryptis spp.) are a group of cryptic species, with very few 

external morphological differences amongst genetically distinct lineages. The recent advances in genomic 

sequencing techniques have provided us with valuable new insights into the evolutionary history and molecular 

systematics of the north-eastern Australian grassland earless dragons, and results have indicated there are 

several new genetically distinct species. Classic external morphology analyses have low evolutionary resolution 

due to the cryptic nature of these taxa, however internal morphometric data derived from X-ray CT scans have 

allowed us to identify many more defining morphological characteristics between species. Integrating this 

osteological approach with phylogenomics can be highly beneficial for comparative evolutionary studies of 

cryptic species, such as the north-eastern Australian grassland earless dragons. Here, we present a case study of 

the taxonomy analysis of several of these earless dragons using this integrative approach. 
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Department of Zoology, University of Western Australia 

Evaluating population structure and local adaptation of a terrestrial-breeding amphibian via next 

generation sequencing 

Frogs that lay their eggs on land are likely to be vulnerable to the continued warming and drying of the climate 

as their embryos survival and development. In order for these species to genetically adapt to such environmental 

change, there needs to be sufficient genetic variation within or between connected populations. Large gaps in 

our understanding concern whether or not local adaptation occurs in frogs and the likelihood that variation in 

temperature, rainfall or soil moisture are driving local adaptation. This study aims to identify the genetic 

variation and local adaptation of Pseudophryne guentheri populations sampled across environmental gradients, 

as well as establishing the connectivity of sampled populations. Genome wide sequencing will be used to 

identify population structure and evidence of local adaptation to particular environments. This method will 

identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the entire genome using next generation sequencing. To 

my knowledge, this study will be one of the first to use genome-wide sequencing to assess amphibian 

population structure and local adaptation in any southwest Australian amphibian. Also knowledge of local 

adaptation to temperature, precipitation or soil moisture in Pseudophryne guentheri populations will allow 

informed decisions to me made about the effectiveness of assisted gene flow as a future conservation strategy 

for this species. 
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Sex in a warming climate: predicting the influence of climate on offspring sex in snow skinks across 

Tasmania 

Species in which offspring sex is influenced by environmental temperature are predicted to be especially at risk 

from climate change. The magnitude of such responses may, however, vary among populations due to 

adaptation to local conditions. Understanding how these patterns vary across the landscape is hard to determine 

in practice, as long-term data are required from populations throughout a species’ range. Here we use an 

extensive, 16-year dataset to demonstrate divergence in the response of offspring sex to temperature between 

two populations of the Tasmanian skink Niveoscincus ocellatus. We present the results of an individual-based 

simulation model, based on a theoretical framework (Pen et al. 2010) and parameterised with data from the 

long-term study, to estimate the probability of a temperature effect on offspring sex in populations throughout 

the present-day climatic landscape of Tasmania. We extend the results of this model, using fine-scale climatic 

projections, to predict the likely long-term change in this distributional pattern as the Tasmanian climate 

continues to warm and populations adapt to new conditions. 
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‘Red Listing’ to help save Southeast Asia’s amphibians; towards a complete update of conservation 

assessments for the region 

Occupying just over one percent of the world’s total land area, but home to almost six percent of all amphibian 

species, Southeast Asia is a biodiversity hotspot. Despite its species richness, the region is experiencing forest 

loss at some of the highest rates in the world. Many of its amphibian species are highly threatened, but their 



specific conservation needs and priority areas for preservation are poorly known. The Global Amphibian 

Assessment in 2004 saw herpetologists from across the world assess all known amphibian species for the IUCN 

Red List of Threatened Species. Since then, a lot of new data (and new species) have emerged, changing our 

knowledge of the region’s taxa and likely shifting conservation priorities. Those assessments are now 

worryingly outdated. We are updating Red List assessments for all amphibian species in Mainland Southeast 

Asia. We have assessed over 180 species and identified the region’s first Critically Endangered amphibians 

(Leptolalax botsfordi and Oreolalax sterlingae). Some of our assessments have resulted in research and 

conservation resources being directed toward the region, and, exploiting spatial data produced during the 

assessment process, we have identified new areas of high amphibian diversity. 
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Scales and tails illuminate the tale of the Shark Bay sea snake 

True sea snakes (Elapidae: Hydrophiinae) have declined in at least four marine reserves in Australia and New 

Caledonia, with an inexplicable, virtual extinction at their most biodiverse location, Ashmore Reef. Whilst the 

need to conserve sea snakes is clearly recognisable, vast knowledge gaps around biology, ecology, connectivity 

and ranges limits capacity to determine how to conserve them. Aipysurus laevis pooleorum, the Shark Bay sea 

snake, is one of the least known sea snake taxa. It was originally described as a subspecies of Aipysurus laevis, 

from waters between Shark Bay and Perth, Western Australia, based on colour, size and scale morphology 

(Smith, 1974). Its taxonomic status is unclear due to an absence of molecular data and habitat use poorly 

defined, due to data deficiency. Conservation concerns for this taxon were raised in 2010 when an 

unprecedented heatwave caused catastrophic habitat loss throughout Shark Bay. Here we define the taxonomic 

status and genetic connectivity of the Shark Bay sea snake for the first time, using combined morphometric, 

mitochondrial DNA and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism analyses. We also describe the range of habitats used 

based on field observations from boat and manta-tow snorkel surveys. Conservation recommendations are made 

based on our findings. 
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School of Biology, Flinders University 

Captive breeding of the endangered pygmy bluetongue lizard (Tiliqua adelaidensis) and investigating 

husbandry methods and behavioural types suitable for translocations 

Captive breeding can potentially play a role in translocations of the endangered pygmy bluetongue lizard, by 

providing translocation stocks. However the effect of captivity on lizard behaviour needs to be determined, and 

behavioural analysis to identify if any behavioural types of lizards are more or less suitable for translocations 

are necessary. My PhD project will look at the effects of housing lizards in different male to female sex ratios 

(1:1, 1:2, 2:1) on behavior and breeding in the pygmy bluetongue. Fourteen adults (originally sixteen) housed at 

Monarto Zoo, South Australia were filmed from October to April and mating behavior was observed. Neonate 

behaviour was also filmed. Weight and snout-vent length was measured monthly. Eighteen neonates were born 

in 2017, and 13 neonates were previously born in 2016. Captive-born lizards will be used in feeding trials to 

identify feeding methods suitable for captive lizards that may be released into the wild in future. Adults and 

juveniles will be filmed in coming seasons to develop ethograms and attempt to identify behavioural types that 

would suit translocations. Additionally, the ideal thermal range for the pygmy bluetongue will be determined 

using thermal gradient experiments, to assist in identifying sites suitable for translocations. 
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How many bands make a bandy-bandy: introducing a new species from Cape York and evolutionary 

support for tropical Vermicella speciation 

Discoveries of new herpetofauna species in Australia still occur, especially in areas that can be difficult to 

access. Through morphological assessment and genetic testing, we are able to demonstrate a new species of 

Vermicella (Elapidae) from Cape York. Although the sample size is relatively small, the results suggest a 

smaller Vermicella species, with the largest SVL-tail ratio in the genus, particular ventral banding on the 

posterior body/tail and present internasal scales. Genetically, this new species is more related to two bandy-

bandy species located in Northern Territory and Western Australia, which do not have internasal scales, than the 

bandy-bandy species occurring in Queensland with present internasal scales. This discovery suggests the 

species spread along the gulf before vicariant events split monsoon habitat for tropical Vermicella and changes 

in nasal scales occurred in populations prior to additional speciation and further vicariant events. 
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Spatial distribution and interspecific competition of three brown frog species in South Korea 

The information on the competition, spatial distribution, and ecological niche of species are important to 

understand the biogeographic distribution pattern. This study estimated the distribution pattern and ecological 

niche of Rana dybowskii, R. coreana, and R. huanrenensis based on observation data. Moreover, we estimated 

the effects of interspecific competition on the geographic distribution and ecological differentiation by using 

species distribution models. This study showed that the ecological niches of species were overlapped. However, 

the predicted distribution patterns of the three species varied by the location in the Taebaek Mountain Range. 

When distribution models were overlaid, it was predicted that the habitat of the Dybowski's brown frog would 

have a parapatric distribution pattern, overlaying with the other two species in relatively small areas (9.4% with 

Korean brown frog and 7.3% with Huanren brown frog). Korean brown and Huanren brown frogs overlaid in 

very small area (0.9%). Future studies need to focus on ecological and behavioral aspects of frogs and evaluate 

diverse geographical variables (e.g., altitude and microhabitat characteristics) with using a fine grid size in order 

to identify the factors directly affecting their distribution patterns.  
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Colour vision and opsin expression variation in an agamid, Ctenophorus decresii 

The sensory drive hypothesis predicts that the correlated evolution of signalling traits (e.g. colour) and sensory 

perception (e.g. vision) may aid in the formation of reproductive isolation and speciation.  We investigated this 

in the tawny dragon, Ctenophorus decresii, which comprises two genetically and geographically divergent 

lineages that differ in throat colouration.  The polymorphic northern lineage has orange, yellow, and grey 

throats with no ultraviolet component in any of the colours, whereas the southern lineage has ultraviolet-blue 

throats.  To test for the correlated divergence of the sensory systems of the northern and southern lineage, we 

quantified the relative expression of four cone opsin genes (Sws1, Sws2, Lws, Rh2) that mediate colour vision 

in retinal tissue using droplet digital PCR. We found that expression differs between the lineages, with a higher 

level of expression of ultraviolet (UV) sensitive cones opsins in the northern lineage relative to the southern 

lineage.  These findings are opposite to the prediction that the UV-blue throated southern lineage should have 



higher UV sensitivity.  Further investigation into the selective pressures driving this variance, whether 

environmental or sexual, will be necessary. 
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Genetic and morphological signatures of hybridization in a Cambodian leaf turtle population 

Leaf Turtles (genus Cyclemys) are semi-aquatic Geoemydid turtles native to Southeast Asia. Seven species are 

recognised, however the distribution of each species is poorly understood. Leaf turtles are heavily traded and 

common in confiscations from the illegal wildlife trade. Confiscated turtles are often released without 

knowledge of their origin, risking genetic pollution with local populations. We examined a recently-discovered 

Leaf Turtle population from Phnom Kulen National Park, northwest Cambodia, using external morphology, 17 

unlinked microsatellite loci and the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene. Turtles from Phnom Kulen 

morphologically resemble C. oldhamii, a dark-bellied species, but harbour mitochondrial haplotypes of C. 

atripons, a yellow-bellied species with a restricted distribution in southwest Cambodia and southeast Thailand. 

Microsatellite loci indicate the turtles are distinct from C. atripons. No C. oldhamii material was available from 

Cambodia with which to compare the Phnom Kulen population. We propose that this population represents 

either a natural hybrid swarm of these two Cyclemys species, or an undescribed species with introgressed 

mitochondria of C. atripons. The genetic differentiation of wild Leaf Turtles in Cambodia is complex and 

threatened by translocations of confiscated individuals. Further sampling from throughout Cambodia is required 

to confirm the taxonomic status of the Phnom Kulen population. 
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Exploring options for a Critically Endangered reptile on Christmas Island: the blue- tailed skink 

(Cryptoblepharus egeriae) 

Christmas Island is a small oceanic island located 2700 km NW of Perth in the Indian Ocean. It supported many 

endemic species, but many of these have become extinct since human settlement in the late nineteenth century. 

Of the 6 native reptiles once found on Christmas Island, two have recently become extinct, two are now extinct 

in the wild, one has fewer than 10 confirmed records, and one is still common. The blue-tailed skink 

(Cryptoblepharus egeriae) is a small diurnal semi-arboreal skink that was extremely abundant across Christmas 

Island until about the 1980s. However since the late 1980s, it experienced significant population declines and 

range contractions. In late 2009 and early 2010, Parks Australia staff, in partnership with Taronga and Perth 

Zoo, collected 67 individuals from the last known wild population to establish a captive breeding population to 

protect them from extinction. Not long after these individuals were collected, blue-tailed skinks vanished from 

the wild. Captive breeding populations on Christmas Island and at Taronga Zoo, have been very successful, 

with over 1300 individuals now in captivity. My thesis considers options beyond simply the maintenance of 



these individuals in captive-breeding facilities. One such option is currently being implemented: a ‘soft release’ 

enclosure to re-establish a semi-wild population of blue-tailed skinks on Christmas Island. 
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Ecological drivers of phenotypic evolution in a Patagonian Liolaemus lizard radiation 

Evolutionary relationships between ecological and phenotypic traits characterize adaptive radiations – resulting 

in the most ecologically diverse clades on earth. However, Liolaemus, one of the most ecologically diverse 

vertebrate radiations, have so far shown limited evidence of adaptive evolution. We compiled a near complete 

taxon dataset for the L. bibronii complex, representing the ecological diversity of all Liolaemus species, to 1) 

characterize tempo and mode in ecological niche and phenotypic evolution, and 2) test if ecological niche 

evolution has driven phenotypic evolution. Our analyses, explicitly accounting for phylogenetic uncertainty, 

suggest that key ecological and phenotypic traits have increasingly diversified toward the present, and that 

ecological niche diversification precedes phenotypic diversification. Using an array of ecological variables, we 

find evidence that phenotypic evolution has been driven by ecological niche evolution in Liolaemus. There are 

significant impacts of phylogenetic uncertainty, which we caution should be included in any further studies 

within Liolaemus.  
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Baw Baw frog recovery: six years of hard slog trying to keep an endemic Victorian amphibian endemic 

Dealing with amphibian decline is one of the biggest challenges now facing conservationists. Ex situ amphibian 

recovery presents significant hurdles when dealing with the effects of catastrophic introduced pathogens and 

species knowledge gaps. Amphibian recovery is resource intensive and requires long-term program 

commitment. Ex situ and in situ recovery efforts must be intimately linked to provide the best chance of species 

recovery, often while facing rapid and sustained population decline. A major concern for establishing captive 

insurance populations is developing cost effective management practices while underpinning husbandry and 

release strategies with scientific research. Here I will overview the current state of the Baw Baw (Philoria 

frosti) Frog Recovery Program, in which Zoos Victoria is playing a key role. Commencing in 2011, our 

commitment to this species has enabled significant progress – from very limited husbandry knowledge to high 

confidence in raising eggs through to adult frogs and identification of the wild population’s remaining hotspot, 

all underpinned by collaborative research. Through long-term commitment and partnership inclusion, we will 

ensure this little-known Victorian remains part of the ancient forests of our central highlands. 
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In front by a nose: disparity in cranial geometry of Australian agamid lizards 

Dragon lizards (Agamidae) demonstrate a great deal of disparity with respect to external appearance, but little is 

known about the variation in skull shape within and between species. Here, I focus on several genera of 

Australian agamids with different facial morphology, and quantify disparity within/between species based on 

subdivision of the cranium into three discrete units – snout, orbit, and post-orbit. Units of skull length were 

defined by anterior and posterior extent of the orbit. I use a theoretical morphospace to explore the range or 

variation seen in different sized individuals. I carry out principal component analysis of Mosimann numbers to 



correct for isometric size and characterise differences in shape within species. Size is a major contributing 

factor to cranial geometry, with smaller individuals of each species having relatively large orbits. Depending on 

species, larger individuals tend towards a cranial geometry that is either more snout-dominant (e.g. Gowidon 

longirostris), or more post-orbit dominant (e.g. Pogona vitticeps). Some species (e.g. Ctenophorus reticulatus) 

show relatively little shape difference with respect to size, where the snout and post-cranial regions both 

increase in size, in a relatively similar fashion. This study demonstrates that there is wide variation between 

skull size and shape among agamid lizards. 
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Taking the toads less travelled: an overview of the ecology of cane toads in New South Wales 

For invasive or potentially invasive species, an understanding of how they function in a particular environment 

is fundamental to any attempt at predicting likelihood, or anticipating characteristics of an invasion. More 

crucially if they are established, such understanding is necessary for maximising effectiveness of management, 

and assessing outcomes. Cane toads are one of the more notorious invasive species in Australia though until 

quite recently, the majority of our understanding of their biology and ecology has come from studies conducted 

on populations in a limited proportion of their invaded range – namely, in the wet-dry tropics of the Top End. 

For the past five years I, along with various honours and post-graduate students have been working to improve 

our understanding of the invasion of cane toads in (more of) Australia by studying various aspects of their 

biology and ecology in northern New South Wales, a region with a mosaic of different environments and an 

invasion front. I will provide a brief overview of these studies and summarise what we’ve learned thus far. 
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Just add water? Rapid frog breeding in response to environmental watering of temporary wetlands in the 

lower Murray region 

Environmental water (e-water) is being increasingly used to inundate wetland and floodplain areas in an attempt 

to restore ecological processes that have been altered by river regulation and reduced flooding frequency. Frog 

species are often targets of e-water activities and information on biota responses to e-watering is essential to 

support adaptive wetland management, including the roles of inundation frequency and duration. In November 

and December 2014, Natural Resources SA Murray-Darling Basin delivered water from the Commonwealth 

Environmental Water Holder and State Environmental Water Reserve to over a dozen priority wetlands between 

Morgan and the South Australian border. We monitored the breeding response of frogs following the 

environmental watering of temporary wetlands. Delivering e-water to temporary wetlands via pumping 

triggered and supported frog breeding across all wetlands, with a total of seven frog species detected including 

the threatened Southern Bell Frog, Litoria raniformis. Successful recruitment was observed of all species 

through the presence of tadpoles and metamorphs but required a minimum inundation period of at least three to 

four months. In this presentation I will present further major findings of this study and discuss some of the 

conservation and management implications of e-watering for frog populations. 
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Spatial learning ability influences survival in hatchling velvet geckos 

The ability to remember the location of essential resources such as food, water, and shelter is essential for 

survival in animals. Although it is assumed that cognition affects survival, to date only two studies have 

investigated whether learning ability influences fitness in wild animals, as survival is extraordinarily difficult to 

measure in the wild, most authors have used proxies of fitness. Major studies have used food as motivation in 

learning experiments.  In the laboratory, we measured offspring spatial learning ability in a Y-maze using 

antipredator response as motivation. We individually marked hatchlings, released them at their natal sites in 

Dharawal NP, and monitored their survival over 6 months. Analyses of survival in program MARK showed 

strong evidence for directional selection on learning ability, and hatchlings with higher learning scores had 

higher rates of survival than individuals with lower learning scores. Future research could determine if spatial 

learning ability is maintained over the longer-term, and if hatchlings can re-learn the location of shelter through 

reversal trials. 
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On the move: dispersal and home range of Murray River Turtles 

The Murray River is a highly manipulated system and countless weirs and regulators create barriers to 

movement. Although fish ladders have been installed to facilitate fish movement, there is limited research 

investigating the impact of barriers on turtles. To understand the potential impacts of river regulation on 

population connectivity and habitat use, the movement of 40 Murray River Turtles were monitored within a 

dynamic floodplain. Twenty radio and 20 acoustic tags were attached to turtles captured in two wetlands within 

the Barmah-Millewa National Park, and their movement monitored for 12 months. We recorded unprecedented 

dispersal and movement of these river turtles with some individuals moving 100 km over the length of the 

study. Murray River Turtles also displayed sex-specific differences in movement patterns and utilised 

temporary aquatic habitats. Our results suggest that river regulation is likely to limit the natural movement 

patterns and home ranges of Murray River Turtles. 
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Out-foxing introduced predators and their impacts on native turtles – is broad-scale baiting effective and 

consistent? 

In south-eastern Australia, Red Foxes are responsible for up to 93% of predation on turtle nests. High, ongoing 

nest predation rates have contributed to significant declines in two of three turtle species. As foxes occur 

throughout the range of freshwater turtles in the Murray-Darling Basin a consistent, effective approach to fox 

management is desirable. The aim of this study was to test targeted fox baiting programs that can be 

implemented during the turtle nesting season. We trialled the effectiveness of a range of fox baiting strategies at 

Barmah National Park (NP) and Hattah-Kulkyne NP over the 2014 and 2015 nesting seasons. We adjusted bait 

type, placement and density, and expanded the area baited. Only the 2015 baiting program in Barmah 

significantly reduced turtle nest predation. At two targeted wetlands predation declined from 100% to 35% and 

from 68 to 18% respectively, with a significant treatment*time effect (p=5.245e-09). This program was 



repeated in Barmah and replicated at Hattah-Kulkyne NP and Koondrook-Perricoota State Forest in 2016. 

These trials are in their final phase and full results will be presented at the conference. The feasibility and cost 

effectiveness of developing and implementing a consistently successful baiting program to protect turtle nests 

will be discussed. 
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Rapidly evolving long exon capture: A new sequence capture dataset for phylogenomics as applied to 

squamates and diplodactylid geckos 

Within amniotes, the most commonly used reduced representation datasets for phylogenomics are 

ultraconserved elements (UCEs) and Anchored Hybrid Enrichment (AHE). We introduce Rapidly Evolving 

Long Exon Capture (RELEC), a new phylogenomic sequence capture dataset for amniotes that targets 217 

exons that are both rapidly evolving (evolutionary rate faster than RAG-1) and relatively long in length (greater 

than 1,500 bp), among other criteria. We compare the RELEC dataset to UCEs and AHE in squamate reptiles 

by analyzing orthologous sequences from 17 squamate genomes, composed of ten snakes and seven lizards. The 

RELEC dataset outperforms AHE and UCEs by maximizing per-locus genetic variation while maintaining 

presence and orthology across a range of evolutionary scales. RELEC markers show remarkably higher 

phylogenetic informativeness than UCE and AHE loci, and RELEC gene trees show much higher similarity to 

the species tree than AHE or UCE gene trees. Furthermore, with fewer loci, RELEC remains computationally 

tractable for comprehensive Bayesian coalescent species tree analyses. We contrast RELEC to and discuss 

important aspects of comparable methods, and demonstrate how RELEC is likely the most effective set of loci 

for resolving difficult nodes and rapid radiations in amniotes. 
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Review of the common Australo-Papuan groundsnakes (genus Stegonotus Duméril et al., 1854): a 

taxonomic and biogeographic conundrum resolved  

Examination of >1300 museum specimens shows that the taxonomy of Stegonotus is inaccurate. Stegonotus 

sutteri Forcart, 1952 is a distinct species, not a synonym of S. florensis de Rooij, 1917. Stegonotus lividus 

Duméril et al., 1854 should be resurrected from the synonymy with S. modestus Schlegel, 1837, and the 

population in southern Timor-Leste should be recognized as a distinct species. Populations on the Kei and Aru 

Islands are distinct, with the names S. keyensis (Doria, 1874) and S. aruensis (Doria, 1874) applicable, 

respectively. The Bornean S. borneensis Inger, 1967 comprises two distinct taxa. In the Philippines, S. 

samarensis (Peters, 1861) from Leyte and Samar is distinct from the Mindanao endemic S. muelleri Duméril et 

al., 1854. In New Guinea, populations with the striking reticulated coloration should be known as S. reticulatus 

Boulenger, 1895. Stegonotus cucullatus is a Vogelkop Peninsula endemic and not widely distributed. 

Stegonotus poechi Werner, 1924 and S. dorsalis Werner, 1924, not mentioned in the literature since their 

original description, are valid taxa. A misidentified S. batjanensis (Günther, 1865) from the Fak-Fak Peninsula 

represents a new species. We expect that the number of Stegonotus species will stabilize near 30, with species 

occupying significantly smaller ranges than currently recognized. 
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Where the worm lizards are: island endemicity in a fossorial Caribbean reptile 

The Caribbean Islands are home to many well-studied taxa with varying ranges - many species are confined to 

one particular island or island group, whereas others can be found across multiple landmasses throughout the 

region. One example of a taxon displaying extreme endemism in the Caribbean are the fossorial limbless 

Amphisbaenia, or worm lizards. Amphisbaenians are present in Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico, although no 

single species is found on more than one of these islands. Here, we investigate whether this endemism is a 

feature of habitat specialisation or inability to disperse between island groups, by focusing on the four endemic 

species of Puerto Rico, Amphisbaena bakeri, A. caeca, A. schmidti, and A. xera. We use MaxEnt to model each 

of their ecological niches, regarding temperature, precipitation and soil texture, in both Puerto Rico and the 

greater Caribbean. We find that although suitable habitat exists elsewhere for all species, ocean surface currents 

make successful dispersal to those locations unlikely, potentially explaining their restricted distributions.  
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The triggers of reptile labour 

 

Viviparity has evolved from oviparity more than 150 times in vertebrates. This transition has involved a number 

of morphological and physiological changes that facilitate the internal incubation of embryos, some of which 

appear to be common across species that have independently evolved viviparity, including reptiles. We are 

quantifying the differences in the triggers of parition (labour) between closely related species of live-bearing 

and egg-laying skinks, to understand the similarities and differences in parition between the two parity modes. 

Our uterine contraction assays have shown quantitative differences in the response of oviparous and viviparous 

lizards to hormonal triggers of labour, and we are currently characterising the genetic basis of contraction across 

these species. By comparing our results with what is known about parturition in mammals, we will determine 

whether similar mechanisms underpin parition in amniotes in which viviparity has evolved independently. 
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Invasive mosquitofish may reduce the recruitment success of a threatened frog 

The invasive mosquitofish, Gambusia holbrooki has been implicated in the decline of green and golden bell 

frogs (Litoria aurea) based upon the fish’s predatory ability in experiments and the disappearance of frogs near 

G. holbrooki-inhabited waterbodies. However, in some areas these two species occur in sympatry. To clarify the 

extent to which G. holbrooki is impacting L. aurea, we conducted three years of field surveys across Kooragang 

Island in south east Australia. We measured the presence and abundance of fish, frogs, and aquatic 

invertebrates, plus habitat parameters at the landscape and microhabitat scale. Generalized linear models were 

used to explore patterns in the abundance and distributions of L. aurea and G. holbrooki. We found strong 

negative associations between G. holbrooki and tadpoles of most species, including L. aurea, but no apparent 

avoidance of G. holbrooki by adult frogs. Invertebrate predators (Odonata and Coleoptera) were also less 

abundant in G. holbrooki-occupied ponds. Due to the apparent naivety of adult frogs toward G. holbrooki, the 

separation of G. holbrooki and tadpoles, plus the abundance of alternative predators in G. holbrooki-free ponds, 

we conclude that the impact of G. holbrooki on L. aurea recruitment is substantial and warrants management 

action.  
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Ancient diversity in young islands 

Island biogeography theory predicts diversity on land-bridge islands should represent a subset of mainland 

diversity due to the short separation of such islands in time (recent Holocene isolation from rising sea-levels) 

and space (geographic-proximity to mainland). Recent findings however indicate land-bridge islands are 

capable of sustaining ancient endemic lineages not present on the mainland, particularly in tropical regions. 

Within the Kimberley (WA) in the Australian Monsoonal Tropics, multiple ecologically differentiated (habitat 

specialist vs. generalist) Gehyra geckos occupy sympatric distributions along the west-coast, including the 

mainland and several islands. We conducted comparative analyses of genetic diversity across multiple clades 

(G. nana, G. occidentalis/multiporosa, and G. xenopus) to assess how diversity varies between island and 

mainland populations. Our findings revealed multiple deeply genetically divergent lineages of the rock-

specialist G. xenopus dating to the late-Miocene (~8 Mya), endemic to single islands. In comparison, the more 

generalist G. nana and G. occidentalis/multiporosa showed lower or no structured diversity across the same 

islands or mainland populations. These findings suggest ecology plays a role in maintaining isolation of island 

populations throughout periods of low sea-level for some taxa but not others, and emphasise the ecological and 

evolutionary significance of the Kimberley islands for preserving diversity. 
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Intraspecific variation in space use of coastal lace goannas 

Yellow-spotted goannas (Varanus panoptes) have become the most common predator of loggerhead sea turtle 

nests after a successful control program for invasive foxes at Deepwater National Park, Queensland Australia. 

Lace monitors (Varanus varius) also pose a potential risk to loggerhead turtle nests. We used global positioning 

system (GPS) devices to remotely monitor adult lace monitor and yellow-spotted goanna behaviour across two 

sea turtle nesting seasons before management strategies are implemented. Male yellow-spotted goannas were 

larger, had larger home ranges, spent a greater proportion of their time in the beach dune area where sea turtles 

nest, and their home range overlap with more sea turtle nests compared to females. Lace monitors spent most of 

their time in woodland habitat away from the dune areas where sea turtles nest. Both adult males and females 

occupied relatively large home ranges and individual home ranges overlapped each other to a large extent. 

Examination of space use patterns indicates that it is the larger male yellow-spotted goannas that are the main 

predators of sea turtle nests at the Wreck Rock Beach nesting aggregation. 
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Cane toads beneath bird rookeries: Utilisation of a natural disturbance by an invasive species 

Many invasive species exploit anthropogenically disturbed habitats, but most of those taxa evolved long before 

humans. Presumably, then, an ability to use natural (non-anthropogenic) disturbances pre-adapted invaders to a 

world later degraded by people. In the Australian tropics, metallic starlings nest communally in emergent 

rainforest trees during the wet-season, and cane toads (Rhinella marina) join other predators to exploit the food 

resources beneath those trees. Compared to conspecifics found along nearby roads through the forest, cane 

toads beneath bird-nesting trees occur at higher densities are smaller in body size, female-biased and recaptures 

suggest that females may be philopatric at these sites. Some toads were found under the same trees in 

successive wet-seasons. Spooling showed that toads under trees showed lower net displacements than road 



toads. Diets also differed (based upon scat analysis), with tree toads feeding more on beetles and less on ants. 

These resource hotspots are exploited primarily by adult females and juvenile toads, whereas adult males 

congregate at breeding sites. By magnifying pre-existing intraspecific divergences in habitat use, bird rookeries 

may enhance population viability of cane toads by enabling critical age and sex classes to exploit food-rich 

patches that are rarely used by adult males. 
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Reptiles assessments: known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown unknowns 

The IUCN's Global Reptile Assessment project has been reviewing the conservation status of all reptile species. 

The IUCN has partnered with the University of Western Australia and Monash University to conduct a 

comprehensive assessment of Australian reptiles (excluding crocodiles, turtles, and sea snakes, all of which are 

assessed by specialty groups). By the time I give this talk, workshops will have been held in Perth and 

Melbourne, bringing together experts to determine draft IUCN Red List statuses for approximately 955 snake 

and lizard species. I will present an overview of the assessment process we've been using, and then summarise 

the results to date. 
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Synchronous hatching in freshwater turtles: metabolic and endocrine mechanisms 

Synchronous hatching is a form of environmentally cued hatching (ECH) which allows embryos to alter 

hatching time in relation to the environment through phenotypic plasticity. In some turtles, synchronous 

hatching results from metabolic compensation or early hatching, and has evolved to reduce variation in clutch 

incubation time and increase an individual’s chance of survival. Hormones likely play a critical role in enabling 

metabolic compensation and early hatching. Thyroid hormones and glucocorticoids regulate embryogenesis and 

are vital during birth/hatching events in many species. I compared the metabolic and endocrine mechanisms of 

hatching synchrony in freshwater turtles. Hormone analyses indicated there was no difference in 

triiodothyronine (T3) and corticosterone concentrations during asynchronous development but concentrations 

increased in the yolk of the developing embryos towards the end of incubation, which coincides with hatching. 

There was a clear physiological response to exogenous T3 applications, which caused neonates to hatch earlier 

than expected but with no developmental or metabolic costs. These hormones might not regulate metabolic 

compensation, but they are likely important for synchronous hatching. Comparing the mechanisms used to 

synchronously hatch will further improve the understanding of the different ways in which ECH has evolved in 

reptiles. 
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Back from the brink: population genomics of rainforest frogs following recovery from a chytridiomycosis 

outbreak  

Emerging infectious diseases are a topic of ever growing concern for conservationists, and there are still many 

unanswered questions about how populations respond to and recover from outbreaks of these diseases. In the 



late 1980s and early 1990s, in conjunction with epidemic outbreaks of chytridiomycosis, high elevation 

populations of Litoria nannotis disappeared, and high elevation populations of Litoria serrata declined sharply; 

however, low elevation populations of both species persisted. Following the initial outbreaks, both species have 

largely recovered at the upland sites, but the nature of their recovery is unclear. We are using next generation 

sequencing to examine the population genomics of both species at two sites to further our understanding of how 

populations respond to disease outbreaks. At the northern site that has the largest sections of lowland rainforest, 

both species have high levels of gene flow both within and among streams, and there is little structuring. 

Additionally, these populations have high levels of genetic diversity, and their effective population sizes are 

relatively large. The southern site also showed high levels of gene flow for both species, but there was clear 

structuring among the populations. Additionally, the diversity and effective population sizes were all lower than 

at the northern site. Unfortunately, it is difficult to disentangle historical and recent patterns, and it is likely that 

the current patterns resulted from a combination of historical and recent influences. Nevertheless, some of the 

populations at the southern site do appear to have been negatively impacted by the disease and experienced a 

loss of diversity. 
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Conservation genomics in the Australian pygmy bluetongue lizard (Tiliqua adelaidensis) 

Understanding functional genes and their effect on the survivability of individuals and populations is crucial for 

appropriate conservation measures, particularly translocation. Tiliqua adelaidensis (the Australian pygmy 

bluetongue skink), is an endangered species endemic to South Australia. The greatest threat to this species is 

further limitations to an already highly fragmented distribution. This project will use transcriptomic tools to 

obtain base line data on the adaptive areas of the T. adelaidensis genome. Tissues from eight individuals were 

collected in September and March, marking the beginning and end of the dry season and the T. adelaidensis 

breeding season. RNA seq and differential gene expression analysis will be used to identify gene activity in 

seasonal collections, sexes, and tissues. Identification of these genes will allow further study to identify and 

target important adaptive genes in the following years of this project. The genomic data produced during my 

PhD will provide additional tools for future genetic studies on T. adelaidensis, and create a focus for future 

studies into consideration for functional genes in conservation methods. 
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Are polyploidy Neobatrachus species the result of hybridisation among diploid species following by total 

genome duplication? Testing the differentiated genome and meiotic perturbation model of polploidy 

origins. 

Hybridisation experiments between two geographically widely separated diploid species (2n-24) of 

Neobatrachus (N. albipes x N. pelobatoides) resulted in diploid offspring of both sexes. Two males were raised 

to maturity and cytology of spermiogensis and spermatogenesis examined. Meiosis I was balanced in most 

spreads with 24 chromosomes forming bi- or univalents. Meiosis II plates were rare and only two of 16 were 

complete with 12 chromosomes.  Several plates with 24 chromosomes are interpreted as the products of non-

reduced Meiosis I. Morphology of mature testicular spermatids showed a range in shapes and sizes from normal 

though to abnormal.  Abnormal sperm are interpreted as being the outcome of an imbalance in chromosome 

complement. Among the normal sperm some were about one-third larger than others and are presumed diploid 

sperm, as measured by Feulgen density cytometry. If this is the case it provides evidence that hybridisation 

between diploid species of Neobatrachus can produce viable adults, which themselves produce diploid gametes.  

If two such individuals successfully mate an allopolyploid individual with a balanced chromosome complement 



is formed. Although based on a limited number of observations these provide the first laboratory test of one of 

the hypotheses for the mechanism of origin of polyploidy in amniotes. 
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Culture, cryopreservation and recovery of viable and karyotypically normal Australian native amphibian 

cells 

Australia possesses a large diversity of frogs, with over 200 native species. Greater than 30 are listed as 

threatened, since 1979 six are extinct. There is an urgent need to safeguard remaining species. Animal 

husbandry has proved invaluable, but suffers from genetic loss through inbreeding. Amphibian sperm 

cryopreservation for IVF has been developed, yet methods for cryopreserving amphibian oocytes do not exist, 

and numbers of cryopreserved gametes are finite. An important complement that overcomes these shortfalls, is 

somatic cell cryopreservation, that provide an infinite source of material for cloning initiatives, the derivation of 

induced pluripotent cells, the safeguarding of nDNA and mtDNA and, in theory, the eventual production of 

both sex gametes. Although developed or in development for mammalian species, even the production of 

amphibian primary cell cultures and cell lines is a rare accomplishment. With respect to Australian species, not 

one example of a viable, karyotypically normal and cryobanked amphibian cell line or cell culture exists in the 

literature. It is not intuitive to commence developing these techniques once an extinction has occurred. We 

report the development of passaged, cryopreserved, thawed, recovered and karyotypically normal cells from 4 

Australian amphibians: Lim tasmaniensis, Lit. ewingii, L. infrafrenata and Pseudophryne coriacea. 
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In black and white: on the taxonomic history and diversity of Cylindrophis ruffus (Serpentes, 

Cylindrophiidae) 

Recent studies based on historical museum vouchers and literature sources have indicated that the poorly known 

and secretive red-tailed pipe snake, Cylindrophis ruffus (Laurenti, 1768), is a species complex. The taxonomy 

of this Sundaic snake, however, is tangled. The type specimen of C. ruffus sensu stricto is lost, the type locality 

in error, and the original description exceedingly short. In addition, several synonyms for C. ruffus are listed in 

the relevant literature. Thus, the allocation of the name ‘ruffus’ to a population appeared to be challenging. We 

here present the taxonomic history of C. ruffus s.s., a species with a restricted range that is in need of 

redescription, and provide an overview of the current taxonomy of the species complex. New species 

masquerading under this name have already been described based on historical museum vouchers and will be 

presented. This indicates that species richness within the genus Cylindrophis is still significantly 

underestimated. 
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The last piece of the puzzle: discovery of new populations of Cryptagama aurita in the central Kimberley 

finally leads to the revelation of its phylogenetic affinities  

Due to extensive molecular genetic work on Australian agamids, we have a virtually complete understanding of 

the phylogenetic relationships of the 90 species within this monophyletic group. However, there is an important 

lineage conspicuously missing from all Australian agamid genetic phylogenies – the genus Cryptagama, 

containing a single species C. aurita. This rare species is known only from the far northeast of Western 

Australia, and from a single record in the north-western Northern Territory. The lack of information about C. 

aurita is significant, with only four individuals collected. Despite many searches, this species has not been seen 

in the original collection localities since its description 36 years ago, and no tissue samples were ever collected. 

In 2016, multiple individuals were caught, photographed and tissue-sampled by staff and volunteers from the 

Australian Wildlife Conservancy, at three sites in the Kimberley. Using these samples, alongside morphometric 

analyses, we sought to determine the phylogenetic affinities of C. aurita using genetic data from mtDNA and 

four nuclear genes. Our results finally resolve the mystery surrounding the evolutionary relationship of 

Cryptagama to other genera, and completes the generic level phylogeny of Australian agamid lizards. 
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To monitor the monitors: Developing an ecological health monitoring framework encompassing reptiles 

across Australian Wildlife Conservancy sanctuaries 

The Australian Wildlife Conservancy is a not-for-profit, private nature conservation organization, and the 

largest private conservation land holder in Australia.  We have developed an ecological health monitoring 

framework for determining whether we are delivering effective conservation for the species and habitats on our 

wildlife sanctuaries.  This framework encompasses all vertebrate taxa.  Here we briefly discuss that section of 

the framework related to monitoring of reptiles, integration with a research program, and some challenges in 

developing a surveillance monitoring program for large reptiles including snakes, large skinks and varanids. 
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Defining the active space of cane toad (Rhinella marina) advertisement calls: males respond from further 

than females 

Many animals produce advertisement vocalisations to attract mates. A vocalisation’s active space is the area 

within which a receiver responds to it, while its maximum extent occurs when a receiver stops responding. We 

mapped behavioural responses of male and female cane toads (Rhinella marina) to advertisement calls by 

measuring phonotaxis at different distances from the call, and quantified the maximum active space of calls for 

both sexes. Males responded to calls from up to 120 m, while females only responded from up to 70 m from a 

call. Differences between male and female responses were likely driven by differences in their use of 

information provided by calls.  
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Seasonal prey switching in birds and non-predator-dependent predation risk in lizards 

Predator–prey interactions play an important role in shaping community assemblages and population structure. 

We assessed seasonal changes in the predator–prey relationship and predation risk to small lizards by predators 

by combining abundance surveys of lizards, potential predators, invertebrates, and the use of BluTack® lizard 

models to estimate predation. Lizard abundance was greatest during the dry season and similar between habitat 

types. Bird strikes were responsible for a majority of model attacks (84.6%) followed by large invertebrates 

(13%). Predatory bird abundance was greater in the wet season, especially in the ironbark habitat although 

lizard models were attacked more frequently in the dry season (18.9%) than the wet season (11.6%) despite 

fewer predators. Similarly, survival of actual lizards (not BluTack® models) was highest in the wet season (wet 

= 0.88; dry = 0.50). Predation risk on small lizards are inversely related to the abundance of invertebrate prey. 

We show that predatory birds switch from invertebrate prey in the wet season to lizard prey in the dry season. 

The predation risk of small lizards does not follow a predator- or frequency -dependent response, as predation 

risk was greatest in the dry season when predator abundance was lowest. 
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Measuring what we’ve lost: biogeographic affinities and divergence of the Christmas Island endemic 

reptile fauna 

Two of five endemic reptile species from Christmas Island (a skink Cryptoblepharus egeriae and a gecko, 

Lepidodactylus listeri) are probably extinct in the wild, and another (a skink, Emoia nativitatis) is the first 

documented modern extinction of an Australian reptile. Despite the conservation importance of this fauna, a 

systematic summary of its biogeographic origins and phylogenetic affinities has not been presented. Here we 

show that all three species extinct in the wild show estimated divergences from sister lineages ranging from 5-

25 million years ago. All three are also most closely related to species or radiations occurring either further to 

the east in Australia, in the Philippines or, most remarkably, in Micronesia. The one species definitely still 

extant (a gecko, Cyrtodactylus sadleiri), is less divergent, and allied to taxa known from islands throughout 

Asia. The affinities of a fifth endemic (a blindsnake, Ramphotyphlops exocoeti) remain unknown, as genetic 

samples have never been collected. The Christmas Island reptile fauna prior to human arrival included several 

phylogenetic relicts and their extinction in the wild represents the loss of an estimated combined total of ~50 

million years of distinct evolutionary heritage - emphasising the irreplaceable value of two taxa now maintained 

ex-situ. 
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MHC variation in sleepy lizards across a tick parapatric boundary 

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a highly diverse region of genes involved in immune response 

and disease resistance in vertebrates. Studying MHC is ideal for understanding host-parasite dynamics as these 

genes encode protein receptors on the surface of nucleic cells and are responsible for pathogen recognition. 

Here we analysed the allele frequency variation of the class I MHC, in a single population of Tiliqua rugosa 

near Mt Mary in South Australia. The lizards were sampled over an ecological gradient in the region of a 

parapatric boundary of two reptile tick species (Amblyomma limbatum and Bothriocroton hydrosauri). We used 

T. rugosa tissue samples from 167 individuals distributed across the boundary, and amplified a small section of 



the MHC class 1 and sequenced these on an Illumina MiSeq. Sequenced fragments were mapped back to 

transcriptome data to determine genotypes at individual loci. The research is still on going. 
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Ontogenetic changes in skull morphology and jaw musculature in dugites (Pseudonaja affinis) and south-

west carpet pythons (Morelia spilota imbricata) 

Diet and head shape in snakes are strongly interrelated. As snakes swallow their prey whole, species specific 

skull morphology is closely linked with the consumption of different food items. Further, intraspecific variation 

in skull morphology has been linked to ontogenetic changes in diet in at least one snake species. This study will 

investigate the ontogenetic changes in head morphology of two Western Australian snake species, the dugite 

and the south-west carpet python, including the length and shape of specific bony elements (brain case, maxilla, 

mandibular complex, quadrate, pterygoid+ectopterygoid, palatine) relative to total skull length and width, and 

the volumes and lengths of the jaw adductor and pterygoid muscle complexes. 3D landmark and volumetric 

data will be obtained via CT scans of cadaver specimens stained to enhance muscle fibre contrast, in order to 

describe the allometry of changes in skull elements with increasing head and body size. We expect to find some 

association between ontogenetic changes in skull morphology and jaw musculature and previously reported 

ontogenetic shifts in diet of dugites and south-west carpet pythons. 
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Hiding above the clouds: pseudocryptic speciation in the mountain-dwelling shortnose skink Plestiodon 

brevirostris  

Robust species delimitation is vital for diverse types of biological studies and for the successful conservation of 

biodiversity. Thus, species delimitation methods need to be reliable and repeatable, benefiting from the 

inclusion of several lines of evidence. The shortnose skink Plestiodon brevirostris shows evident morphological 

variation and genetic structure throughout its range in the mountains of central Mexico. We explored species 

limits within this nominal taxon based on morphology and DNA sequences of one mitochondrial and two 

nuclear loci. We analyzed the data through a variety of approaches, including traditional tree-based methods, 

coalescent methods, traditional character-based taxonomy, and multivariate analyses. Results suggest the 

existence of at least four distinct, evolutionary independent lineages within P. brevirostris. Most of these 

lineages are separated by evident geographic barriers which are known to isolate distinct species in other taxa. 

Additionally, there is evidence for non-allopatric reproductive isolation between some of the main clades of P. 

brevirostris. The discovery of additional diversity in the shortnose skink highlights the importance of 

reevaluating species limits in known taxa and the need of updating conservation strategies accordingly. 
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Limb-reduced skinks traverse the arid Nullarbor Plain with ease: molecular and morphological 

assessment of Hemiergis and the biogeography of southern Australia 

The arid Nullarbor Plain in southern Australia is one of the most significant biogeographic barriers on the 

continent, and the region has been implicated in the vicariant diversification of many Australian taxa. We used 

the genus of limb-reduced skinks Hemiergis to assess biogeographic patterns across southern Australia and also 

to revise the systematics of this taxonomically challenging group. We sequenced 622 individuals across the 

seven recognised species and collected detailed morphological measurements for 608 specimens. Maximum 

likelihood and species-tree phylogenetic reconstruction, in conjunction with our morphological data, support the 

designation of five of the currently recognised species, as well as the elevation of a former sub-species to full 

species status. In stark contrast to what would be expected of a small, terrestrial, moisture loving skink, our 

molecular results identify three species that show no genetic differentiation across the formidable Nullarbor 

Plain, indicating there have been significant opportunities for recent trans-continental migrations. Despite a 

current distributional gap of more than 1200km, it appears that while increasing arid conditions reached their 

peak in the Pleistocene, a shift to wetter conditions in southern Australia at the onset of the Holocene may have 

facilitated recent gene flow across the arid landform. There are few examples of this extraordinary pattern in the 

literature. 
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The decline and recovery of the Bellinger River snapping turtle Myuchelys georgesi 

In the past 20 years, disease has played a greater role in species extinctions than they have in the previous 500. 

Although disease rarely causes species extinction alone, the rate at which infectious diseases are emerging 

causes reasons for concern. In 2015, a new virus severely impacted the Bellinger River snapping turtle 

(Myuchelys georgesi) population, which is endemic to the Bellinger River, NSW. Myuchelys georgesi 

population declined from approximately 4,000 individuals in 2005, to only 300 individuals in less than 2 

months. Adult M. georgesi were predominately affected. The surviving M. georgesi population is now at an 

increased risk of extinction with only juveniles remaining in the wild. Reemergence of the virus, competition 

and hybridization with the non-native short-necked turtle Emydura macquarii and habitat degradation all pose a 

threat to the recovery of M. georgesi in the Bellinger River.  
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Hydroregulation in a tropical dry-skinned ectotherm 

While temperature effects on species’ vulnerability to climate change are well studied, desiccation effects 

receive comparatively little attention. In addition, we poorly understand the capacity of ectotherms, and 

especially reptiles, to control water loss rates behaviourally by selecting suitable microhabitats. This study 

examined water loss rates and behavioural hydroregulation in the tropical rainforest skink Carlia rubrigularis to 

assess whether this dry-skinned ectotherm actively avoids desiccation and whether trade-offs occur between 

desiccation avoidance and selection of optimal temperatures, as previously shown in amphibians. Higher 

temperatures elicited humid refuge choice despite placing individuals in suboptimal thermal conditions, as 

indicated by preferred substrate temperatures. This finding emphasizes the importance of water loss even for 



taxa traditionally assumed to be highly desiccation resistant, and highlights this factor’s potential influence on 

vulnerability to climate change by limiting activity times or by restricting individuals to thermally suboptimal 

microhabitats. 
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Finding frogs in flooded forest: distribution of and threats facing the green-thighed frog (Litoria 

brevipalmata) 

The Green-thighed Frog (Litoria brevipalmata) is a species that occurs in forests from the central coast of New 

South Wales to southeast Queensland. Most sightings of the species have occurred during, or shortly after, very 

heavy rainfall, and at some known sites calling is limited to only one or two nights per year. Currently listed as 

Vulnerable in NSW, sporadic detection of the species has historically made gathering data on biology, 

distribution and the significance of potential threats difficult. We compiled museum and observation records 

across the species’ range and validated these against expert opinion, creating a final dataset of 390 records in 

order to estimate its true distribution. The most important variables in predicting high likelihood of observing 

the species were high rainfall (above ~1200 mm), particularly over summer in areas with dry winters. Our 

future research will assess the percent of its predicted distribution in protected areas, changes to its distribution 

under various climate change scenarios, and the likely impact of urban encroachment and vegetation 

disturbance. This information will be used to improve knowledge of this poorly-known, threatened species and 

inform conservation management.  
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Motion-based signalling variation in closely related agamid species: the Ctenophorus decresii complex 

Closely related species make for interesting model systems to study the evolution of signalling behaviour 

because they share evolutionary history but have also diverged to the point of reproductive isolation. This 

means that while they may have some behavioural traits in common, they are also likely to show local 

adaptations. The Ctenophorus decresii complex is such a system, and is comprised of five closely related 

agamid species: C. decresii, C. fionni, C. mirrityana, C. tjanjalka and C. vadnappa. In this study I analysed the 

motion displays of these species in the context of their respective habitats by comparing signal structure, habitat 

characteristics and signal contrast. Motor pattern use and the temporal sequence of motor patterns did not differ 

greatly, but the motion speed distributions generated during their displays were different for all species. Overall, 

this study provides evidence that members of the C. decresii complex exhibit adaptations in signalling 

behaviour to their respective habitat. Some of these adaptations might also assist in species recognition, but 

additional work is needed to determine this conclusively. 
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Bearded dragons change colour more in spring 

The benefits of colour change are expected to vary seasonally due to changes in reproductive activity, 

temperature and potentially predation risk; yet temporal variation in colour change has seldom been examined. 

We measured colour change in spring and autumn using captive individuals from two populations (Alice 

Springs and Mildura) of the central bearded dragon, Pogona vitticeps.  We predicted that colour change should 

be greatest in the period of peak reproductive and territorial activity (spring). To elicit colour change in a 

standardised way, we placed lizards inside temperature controlled chambers and measured colour at 15, 25, 35 

and 40°C, repeating experiments in spring and autumn. Lizards from both populations changed from grey to 

yellowish or orange-brown (increasing luminance and saturation) with increasing temperature in both seasons. 

However, in spring, lizards were much lighter (higher luminance) and more orange (higher hue) than in autumn 

at all temperatures and showed greater luminance change between temperatures. Our results confirm that colour 

change is greater in the peak activity season, presumably because this is when it confers greatest benefits. 
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Microornamentation of leaf chameleons 

Chameleons (Chamaeleonidae) feature many adaptations to their arboreal lifsestyle, including zygodactylous 

feet, a prehensile tail, and epidermal microstructures. In tree chameleons, the substrate-contacting site of the 

feet (subdigital) and tail is covered by friction enhancing microscopic hair-like structures (setae) of 6 – 20 mm 

length. But the three genera of leaf chameleons (Brookesia, Palleon, Rampholeon and Rieppeleon) as well as 

the Namaqua Chameleon (Chamaeleo namaquensis) have evolved a terrestrial lifestyle. While they still have 

zygodactylous feet, their subdigital microornamentation have changed significantly. Within the leaf 

chameleons, the microornamentation is highly variable, especially compared to the arboreal tree chameleons. 

But some features of the subdigital microornamentation of terrestrial chameleons are quiet common and must 

have evolved at least twice, in Chameleo namaquensis and in the genera Brookesia and Rieppeleon. So these 

features, comprising a central thorn-like elevation of the scales surrounded by honeycomb microstructures, can 

be seen as typical adaptations to a terrestrial lifestyle. 
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On the evolution of cutaneous sensilla in Carphodactylidae and Diplodactylidae 

Cutaneous sensilla are microscopic mechanoreceptive sense organs found on the skin of many reptiles. The 

exact structure of these sensilla varies from species to species. We present a first hypothesis about the evolution 

of the cutaneous sensilla within the Australian carphodactyline and diplodactyline Geckos. 
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Does early experience impact social behaviour of the family-living tree skink? 

An animal’s social environment can be both dynamic and complex. Thus, social species are often highly plastic 

in their social behaviour to garner fitness benefits. Yet, behavioural plasticity can be constrained by an 

individual’s social experience. We examined the influence of social environment on social behaviour in the 

family-living tree skink (Egernia striolata). In this study’s first phase, we reared juveniles in two different 

social environments for 1.5 years: either in isolation or an unrelated pair. We also quantified each lizard’s 

sociability at four-month intervals using a standardized laboratory assay, and found that isolated lizards were 

more sociable than socially-reared lizards. In this study’s second phase, we released all lizards into a semi-

natural environment, observed their associations, and used social network analysis to quantify their social 

behaviour. During the following six months, isolated lizards were at first more sociable than socially-reared 

lizards. Then, over time, isolated lizards became less sociable, potentially converging with the lower sociability 

of socially-reared lizards that was stable over time. Our findings suggest that social experience influences how 

E. striolata associate with conspecifics, but isolation rearing did not constrain their ability to adapt to a novel 

social environment.  
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Ticks, rainfall and frog hybrid zones: CM Bull Act 1. 

Mike Bull was an Honours student in the Department of Zoology, University of Adelaide in 1969.  His research 

thesis was supervised by Michael Smyth.  Smyth at that time had described the distribution of several reptile 

tricks in some detail in South Australia, and, across Australia more broadly.  His data suggested environmental 

correlates of occurrence, critically rainfall, and implied moisture availability, that broadly correlated with 

vegetation shifts, mallee to black oak near, Mt Mary: Mike’s Honours work.   Bull’s Ph D program at the 

University of Western Australia work added another dimension to abutting distributions: hybridization, and, 

what must have been a life-time, but obviously, supressed, interest – anurans.  I will describe some of Bull’s 

early work, its theoretical context (well a little bit at least), and, some of the things you have forgotten about: his 

work with François Odendall on abutting frog distributions (Crinia signifera and Crinia riparia) in the southern 

Flinder’s Ranges.  There was life before, or maybe along side, Bundey Bore! Plus a few personal observations, 

thoughts, on the “full as a …” Honours student I first met in 1969. 
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The mystery of the peppered tree frog: extinct, one of Australia’s most threatened frogs, or not even a 

valid species? 

The Peppered Tree Frog (Litoria piperata) is one of Australia’s biggest frog mysteries. This Critically 

Endangered species in the L. phyllochroa group is known from only a handful of rocky streams in the New 

England Tablelands of NSW. The species was officially described in 1985, but has not been confirmed seen 

since the 1970’s. Sightings of frogs resembling L. piperata since then have all been molecularly identified as L. 

pearsoniana, casting doubt over the validity of the species itself. During 70 nights from September 2016-April 



2017, we surveyed 45km of streams at 35 sites. We did not find any frogs in the L. phyllochroa group within the 

known historical range of L. piperata. Frogs to the north of the known range somewhat resembling L. piperata 

were all L. pearsoniana. Morphometric measurements of frogs in the L. phllochroa group, including types of L. 

piperata support its species status. Molecular analysis of the formalin-fixed type specimens of L. piperata is 

underway.  
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Conservation efforts of herpetofauna in West Java, Indonesia 

The herpetofauna of West Java face various threats, such as excessive collection and habitat loss, the latter 

leading to an increase in snakebite, which has become a major problem in the region. We will examine and 

discuss these challenges, and the conservation efforts by the Ciliwung Reptile Center to resolve them, through 

education, research, and animal relocation. 
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TurtleSAT, validation of citizen science database and turtle road kill analysis 

TurtleSAT is a citizen science project for which people have been collecting sightings of Australian dead and 

live turtles, as well as their nests, for the last four years. This project was designed to gather data to answer large 

scale questions, such as "are there turtle mortality hotspots?" Since turtles have been declining rapidly for the 

last few decades, especially along the Murray River, tackling these questions is as important as ever. However, 

citizen science data are typically spatially biased, as they are often concentrated in easily accessed or better-

surveyed areas, and they can contain inaccuracies. Because of this, they may lead to erroneous predictive 

models. Therefore, I first have validated the dataset, and then I modelled road kill probability for turtles along 

the Murray River using techniques which account for potentially biased presence-only data. I will present my 

findings and maps, as well as discussing the pros and cons of this methodology, which will be useful for 

ecologists wanting to engage in citizen science projects. 
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No tradeoff between long-term economic returns from grazing and biodiversity of reptiles 

Public perceptions suggest that preserving biodiversity on multiuse land necessarily requires costly tradeoffs for 

economic returns.  For example, many graziers feel that preserving biodiversity on grazed land necessitates 

reduced income from grazing.  We tested this hypothesis on a long-term grazing experiment (the Wambiana 

Grazing Trial) where economic returns from grazing had been measured in a replicated design for 4 different 

grazing strategies for 17 years.  We measured vertebrate richness, abundance and community structure on the 

trial.  Different grazing strategies had measureable effects on habitat structure and community composition of 

vertebrates, and richness and abundance of reptiles.  Notably, reptile richness and abundance were positively 

correlated with economic returns from grazing, suggesting that, within a grazed context, there was no evidence 

of a tradeoff between long-term economic returns from grazing and biodiversity of reptiles.  We suggest that 

long-term economically sustainable grazing strategies may not tradeoff with biodiversity outcomes, but may be 

coincident. 
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Population behavioural differences within the pygmy bluetongue lizard. 

The Pygmy Bluetongue lizard is an endangered species endemic to the mid north of South Australia. The lizards 

are found in patches of native grassland, in which they inhabit lycosid and mygalomorph spider burrows. Future 

translocations will be required to help conserve the species. My study project will be looking at behavioural 

variation between two known populations to determine if this could be a factor in future conservation decision 

making. Anecdotal reports have found that there may be variation in personality between known populations in 

the north and south of the species' range. I will be conducting my behavioural assays to quantify any potential 

differences in these populations, in Jamestown and Burra 
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Fifty thousand scales of grey: sexual dimorphism and ontogenetic change in Anilios proximus 

(Scolecophidia: Typhlopidae) – an exercise in sadomasochism. 

Morphology-based systematic studies of blindsnakes have concentrated on a limited number of characters, 

particularly head shape, the position and orientation of the nasal cleft, shape of the rostral scale, number of 

midbody, dorsal and subcaudal scales, and proportions of body width and tail length with respect to snout-vent 

length. Most blindsnakes have been described from very small sample sizes, often just a single specimen. This 

study explores, for the first time, the degree of sexual dimorphism and ontogenetic change in some of the 

characters used for blindsnake taxonomic studies in one widespread Australian species, Anilios proximus, a 

species with a relatively large size and stocky body. There is allometric growth of body width and tail length as 

a proportion of SVL, and sexual dimorphism in both characters, as well as in body size, number of dorsal body 

scales and subcaudal scales. Future taxonomic studies of Anilios species need to take into account this variation 

in cross-species comparisons and analyses of geographic variation. 
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Discovering antibiotic compounds in gecko skin 

Antibiotic resistant infections are a major health crisis and our current pipeline for the development of drugs is 

broken, leading to a critical need for novel approaches to discovering new therapies to treat infections. Some 

tropical geckos shed large portions of skin as well as tails as a defense mechanism, leaving them exposed to 

highly infectious environments. My lab tested the skin of two gecko species – Phelsuma grandis and Gehyra 

marginata for antimicrobial activity against two drug resistant pathogens – methicillin resistant Staphylcoccus 

aureus (MRSA) and carbapenem resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae (CRE). We discovered, isolated and 

synthesized a novel peptide in the skin of G. marginata that has antimicrobial activity against MRSA in vitro, 

representing a possible new weapon in the fight against antibiotic resistance. 
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Trapped in the rocks: a new species of sand-sliding Lerista from the northern Pilbara, Western Australia 



The Lerista bipes group comprises of nine species occurring in the arid and semiarid north-western quarter of 

Australia. Here we describe a tenth species of Lerista from the Pilbara region of Western Australia. Field and 

museum collections of L. bipes from the Pilbara revealed a form that appeared to be restricted to sand sheets 

‘captured’ within the Pilbara craton. The phenotypic difference of this form relative to typical L. bipes from the 

surrounding regions was supported with molecular genetic assessment: using both mitochondrial (mtDNA) and 

genome-wide RAD loci, we demonstrate that the new species shows little evidence for ongoing or recent gene 

flow with other members of the bipes species group. Recent published research has demonstrated speciation of 

lizard species associated with different geological formations. This is a case of an obligate sand-dwelling lizard 

in a rocky region better known for its saxicoline endemics. 
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Lizard pigments: a cautionary tale 

Often, we want to know what pigments produce the colours we see in herps, particularly because carotenoid 

pigments may be honest indicators of an individual’s health and condition. A standard method to test for the 

presence of lipid-soluble carotenoids vs aqueous-soluble pteridine pigments is to mash up skin in specific 

solvents and look for colour in the solute. We show that this method is very prone to false negatives. The 

frillneck lizard is a case in point. Western populations have orange-red frills and eastern populations have 

yellow frills. Based on the ‘solvent method’ Hamilton et al (2013, unpublished data) found evidence of 

carotenoids but not pteridines in the west and only pteridines in the east. Based on the same method, Merkling 

et al (2015) found evidence of both carotenoids and pteridines in the west but only carotenoids in the east. 

Using targeted liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry, we show that carotenoids and pteridines are present 

in both populations, with concentrations of both pigment types higher in the west. We also identify the specific 

compounds and discuss implications for costs and constraints on colour expression and honest signalling. 
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Embryonic oxygen consumption and growth in Ningaloo green turtles  

Temperature influences a range of factors in the embryonic stage of sea turtles including incubation time, 

hatchling sex, growth rates, size at hatching, and energy expenditure during incubation. However, the extent to 

which temperature influences these parameters can differ between populations. We investigated embryonic 

growth and energy expenditure in Ningaloo green turtles by conducting incubation and respirometry 

experiments. Eggs were incubated a range of temperatures and oxygen consumption was measured periodically 

throughout development at 27°C and 31°C through closed system respirometry. Measurements of growth 

(embryo length, mass, yolk mass etc) were also collected throughout development. Preliminary data suggest 

that embryos incubated at 31°C consumed more oxygen per unit time, had shorter incubation time and produced 

smaller hatchlings with larger residual yolk masses than those incubated at 27°C. The results from these 

experiments increase our understanding of how this population may respond to increasing temperatures and will 

be used to develop a Dynamic Energy Budget model for the whole life cycle of the green turtle. This model will 

be used to examine the influence of temperature on the energy budgets of this population at all stages of life 

including those that are challenging to study directly. 
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Learning colours and shapes: Reversal learning and shift of a multidimensional visual cue in a lizard 

The ability to adjust behaviour to environmental changes and focus on important features is a crucial skill for an 

animal’s everyday survival. Behavioural flexibility is key to adapting to, for example, seasonal changes in food 

availability or detecting predators. We tested tree skinks (Egernia striolata) in eight colour/shape discrimination 

tasks including an intra-dimensional shift to a new colour/shape and extra-dimensional shift from colour to 

shape (and vice versa). Skinks were able to reverse an initial stimulus-reward association; however, they did not 

decrease their number of errors during successive discrimination problems suggesting an inability to form an 

attentional set. Furthermore, during the extra-dimensional shift, subjects persevered on the formerly reinforced 

dimension indicating a difficulty in shifting attention. Our findings show this species’ capability to distinguish 

between stimuli, to learn which indicates food, and to reverse this association. Furthermore, animals were able 

to adjust their behaviour to a dimensional change in reward contingencies. The outcome of our study shows an 

ability to process environmental changes which may have important implications for individual survival. 

Furthermore, our study is the first to apply set-shifting in a lizard species and can therefore extend our insight 

into how reptiles perform compared to primates and rodents. 
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Flatback sea turtle embryos (Natator depressus) show a positive response to acute thermal stress 

Sea turtle embryos cannot behaviourally buffer themselves against high nest temperatures, but it is possible they 

can rely on molecular mechanisms to survive thermal challenges. Previous studies have shown that the 

loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta), a species that nests in temperate regions, is able to cope with acute 

thermal stress late in development. Late-stage loggerhead embryos have shown to increase expression of heat 

sensitive genes in response to a thermal challenge. This response pathway, called the Heat Shock Response, is 

heritable in this species, giving future generations of loggerhead sea turtles an opportunity to adapt to future 

nesting temperatures. However what is less known is if and how flatback sea turtles (Natator depressus), a 

species that nests in tropical regions, may respond to thermal challenges. As beach temperatures in northern 

Australia are expected to increase in the next 50 years, we ask ‘will this endemic species also utilize the HSR to 

cope with increased nest temperatures like the loggerheads can?’ I will discuss how we measured heat shock 

gene (hsp) expression levels in late-stage flatback turtle embryos, and compare our findings to those of the 

earlier study on loggerhead embryo responses to acute thermal stress. 
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Scat on the doorstep: crevice choice in a group living lizard is influenced by the presence of scat piles 

 Egernia stokesii are a gregarious Australian skink that live in stable family aggregations in environments where 

crevice availability is limited. In this experimental study we investigated if the presence of a single scat or scat 

piles affected the crevice choice in individual E. stokesii. Crevice choice was investigated in E. stokesii against 

two types of scat stimuli, one being their own scat and the other being scat belonging to an unrelated and 

unfamiliar conspecific. Two levels of treatment were investigated, that of a single scat and a scat pile. Each 

treatment was filmed for seven hours, data was then quantified into final crevice choice and the total time each 



individual associated with each crevice. Lizards significantly avoided crevices with unfamiliar scat piles and 

significantly preferred crevices with their own scat piles. The single scat treatment (either their own or 

unfamiliar) had no significant impact on crevice choice although trends indicate that lizards explored crevices 

with unfamiliar conspecific scats more than crevices with their own scat. This indicates that the presence of scat 

piles influences crevice choice of the lizards, and that scat piles originating from unfamiliar conspecifics and 

themselves act as a social signal, influencing microhabitat choice.  
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Spatial dynamics and burrow occupancy in a desert floodplain specialist, Slater’s skink, Liopholis slateri 

Desert river floodplains are resource rich but high-risk habitats. For surface-dwelling animals in these habitats, 

persistence is a trade-off between the advantages of relatively abundant food resources and the costs of episodic 

surface disturbances from infrequent but unpredictable rainfall events. In central Australia, there are few non-

flying, terrestrial species that are specialised floodplain occupants, and their persistence strategies are not well 

understood. Using photographic mark-recapture and scat DNA, we observed a population of one such desert 

floodplain specialist, Slater’s skink Liopholis slateri, over four years to understand how it persists in these 

disturbance-prone habitats. We found evidence of a highly mobile, but site stable population, with spatial 

clustering of burrows into local ‘neighbourhoods’. There were relatively low fluctuations in population size 

among years, with a second seasonal breeding event following heavy rain in January 2015. We observed both 

long-term residence of individuals and long-term use of burrows at the site. Frequent movements within and 

among neighbourhoods, and regular burrow construction, suggest a population capable of dispersal in the event 

of high intensity disturbance. Dispersing individuals and some neighbourhoods may act as recolonisation 

sources in the event of a flood extirpating the core population. 
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Factors influencing the abundance and occupancy of frog species in urban constructed wetlands 

The factors influencing the occupancy and abundance of frog species in wetland habitat in the Port Philip and 

Westernport region were modelled, based on field data from 147 constructed wetlands and a detailed literature 

review. A number of key findings arose: wetland connectivity, at varying distances for different species, had a 

positive effect for most species; the effect of wetland hydroperiod varied, with increasing water permanence 

beneficial for some species, while for other species the reverse was true; the presence of Eastern Gambusia had 

a significant negative impact on most frog species; aquatic vegetation cover was generally positively associated 

with most species; for the Southern Brown Tree-frog Litoria ewingii, the diversity of emergent vegetation was 

also important; water quality was important with negative associations with salinity and pH for some species; 

the cover of trees and shrubs within 10 m of a wetland had a significant negative effect on several species, 

including the Growling Grass Frog Litoria raniformis, while the cover of rocks within 10 m of a wetland had a 

significant positive effect on this species. These findings hold implications regarding the design and 

management of wetlands to maintain and enhance frog habitat. 
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Translocating reptiles for restoring ecosystem function 

Where species have declined or vanished, the functional role they provided may subsequently be lost, 

potentially leading to drastic changes in the ecology of habitats.  Reinstating lost ecosystem engineers, species 

that previously performed key functions in now degraded landscapes, has been advocated as an important tool 

for ecological restoration.  Here, we review which reptiles have the capacity to be ecosystem engineers and 

explore examples of translocated reptiles restoring ecosystem function.  Reptiles, such as gopher tortoises and 

varanids, dig burrows via biopedturbation which can alter characteristics of their habitat. Lizards, including 

lacertids and iguanas, can be key seed dispersers, while giant tortoises often perform critical roles, such as 

herbivory, that shape habitat availability for other species.  The activities of such ecosystem engineers, although 

small at a local scale, may be very important for broader scale landscape processes, including soil turnover, 

nutrient cycling and seed dispersal and recruitment.  For example, the loss of Galapagos tortoises resulted in 

drastic changes to the plant community of some islands; with restoration efforts now involving reintroduction of 

tortoises to fulfill key plant-animal interactions.  Understanding the potential role of reptiles as ecosystem 

engineers may assist future conservation management decisions. 
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Regional declines of freshwater turtles in the Murray River Catchment 

Freshwater turtles are among the most endangered vertebrate taxa on earth, and more than 60% of species are 

currently listed as vulnerable, threatened, or endangered. In Australia, freshwater turtle declines have been 

predicted since the 1980s as a result of nest depredation by invasive red foxes (Vulpes vulpes), alteration of 

natural river flows and wetland flooding cycles, increased incidence of drought, road mortality, pollution, and 

direct human mortality. We conducted a rapid assessment of turtle populations throughout the Murray River 

Catchment, using baited traps.  We trapped turtles at more than 50 sites throughout the region for at least 30 

trap-days at a time. Using catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE), population demographics, and body condition, we 

assessed the population status of three species native to the region: Chelodina expansa, Chelodina longicollis, 

and Emydura macquarii.  We found that E. macquarii populations are in severe decline, particularly 

downstream of Mildura, VIC.  Chelodina longicollis may also be declining, but the pattern is regionally 

random.  Chelodina expansa is rare throughout the river, but has not declined. Our results indicate that 

Australian freshwater turtles are in trouble, and highlight how river ecosystems are being impacted by 

anthropogenic disturbances. 
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Morphological evolution across an ancient frog radiation is shaped by diet, locomotion and burrowing 

Quantifying morphological diversity across taxa can provide valuable insight into evolutionary processes, yet its 

complexities can make it difficult to identify appropriate units for evaluation. One of the challenges in this field 

is identifying the processes that drive morphological evolution, especially when accounting for shape 

diversification across multiple structures. Differential levels of co-varying phenotypic diversification can 

conceal selective pressures on traits due to morphological integration or modular shape evolution of different 



structures where morphological evolution of different modules is explained either by co-variation between them 

or by independent evolution. Here we used a 3D geometric morphometric approach with x-ray micro CT scan 

data of the skull and bones of forelimbs and hindlimbs of representative species from all 21 genera of the 

ancient Australo-Papuan myobatrachid frogs and analysed their shape both as a set of distinct modules and as a 

multi-modular integrative structure. We then tested three main questions: (i) are evolutionary patterns and the 

amount and direction of morphological changes similar in different structures and subfamilies?, (ii) do skulls 

and limbs show different levels of integration?, and (iii) is morphological diversity of skulls and limbs shaped 

by diet, locomotion, burrowing behavior, and ecology?  Our results in both skulls and limbs support a complex 

evolutionary pattern typical of an adaptive radiation with an early burst of phenotypic variation followed by 

slower rates of morphological change.  Skull shape diversity was phylogenetically conserved and correlated 

with diet whereas limb shape was more labile and associated with diet, locomotion, and burrowing behaviour. 

Morphological changes between different limb bones were highly correlated, depicting high morphological 

integration. In contrast, overall limb and skull shape displayed semi-independence in morphological evolution, 

indicating modularity. Our results illustrate how morphological diversification in animal clades can follow 

complex processes, entailing selective pressures from the environment as well as multiple trait covariance with 

varying degrees of independence across different structures. We suggest that accurately quantifying shape 

diversity across multiple structures is crucial in order to understand complex evolutionary processes.  
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Temporal changes of blood stable isotopes following release of captive-bred western swamp tortoises 

(Pseudemydura umbrina) 

For years captive-bred Western Swamp Tortoises from Perth Zoo have been released at three sites in their 

presumed former range as part of their recovery program and an initial study suggested that the ratios of 15N 

(14N/15N) and 13C (12C/13C) in the blood of resident tortoises differ among sites. In 2016 we measured 

these blood isotopes in tortoises three months after their release and compared them with those of tortoises kept 

at Perth Zoo and of previously released tortoise which had lived in the wild for various numbers of years. 

According to the isotope signatures captive P. umbrina raised on two different diets are on a higher trophic 

level than tortoises feeding on natural freshwater prey which mainly consists of insect larvae, crustaceans and 

tadpoles. Three months after release blood isotope signatures did not differ from those of the zoo tortoises, 

indicating a slow turnover rate. The blood isotopes of previously released tortoises shifted over two years prior 

to stabilizing after their third feeding season in the wild. According to its blood isotope values we estimated that 

a poached P. umbrina which was confiscated in an illegal drug lab has spent a minimum of two years in 

captivity 
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Fungivorous impressed tortoises (Manouria impressa) select food by olfaction  

Contrary to other herbivorous terrestrial tortoises, Impressed tortoises (Manouria impressa), distributed in the 

montane forests of mainland Southeast Asia and southern Yunnan of China, were confirmed to be the only 

fungivorous reptiles with the use of radio-tracked observation in Daweishan Nature Reserve and captive feeding 

experiments. The tortoises preferred oyster mushrooms (Pleurotus spp.) regardless of shape, size and color. 

However, they did not eat mushrooms inside clingfilm, i.e. visible but unsmellable, or soaked in vinegar or 

perfume. We found that this species managed to feed in darkness and having eyes covered, but were not able to 

when their noses were blocked. The all-day low light-level camera monitoring showed that they spent 94.69% 



of their time resting and 1.42% feeding. During feeding, the tortoises stretched out their necks to smell the fungi 

first, then they retracted the heads and stretched out again to eat the pilei. Occasionally, M. impressa spat out 

new species of agarics or stale fungi. These suggest that olfaction is the most important sensory organ for 

feeding, followed by gustation, whereas vision seemed to be the least important.  
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Climate and sex ratio variation in a viviparous lizard 

The extent to which key biological processes, such as sex determination and allocation, respond to 

environmental fluctuations is fundamental for assessing species’ susceptibility to ongoing climate change. 

Despite this, few studies address how climate affects offspring sex in the wild. We monitored two climatically 

distinct populations of the viviparous skink Niveoscincus ocellatus annually for 16 years, recording 

environmental temperatures, offspring sex and date of birth. We found strong population-specific effects of 

temperature on offspring sex, with female offspring more common in warm years at the lowland site but equally 

common across all years at the highland site. In contrast, date of birth advanced similarly in response to 

temperature at both sites. These results suggest strong population-specific effects of temperature on offspring 

sex that are independent of climatic effects on other physiological processes. We extend these findings by using 

fine scale climatic projections to predict the likely effects of warming temperatures on sex ratios and dates of 

birth at each of these populations and discuss the likely consequences for population persistence as climates 

warm. These results have significant implications for our understanding of the ecological and evolutionary 

causes and consequences of variation in sex ratios under climate change. 
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Conserving the Australian herpetofauna: in homage to Mike Bull 

The Australian herpetofauna is spectacular and diverse, but is threatened by the removal of native vegetation, 

livestock grazing, changing fire regimes, disease, and predation by introduced predators, and interactions 

among threatening processes. In this talk, I argue that we need both landscape scale approaches, and detailed 

ecological studies of focal species, to conserve Australian frogs and reptiles. Ecological studies on imperilled 

species, as exemplified by Mike Bull’s elegant research on pigmy bluetongue lizards, provides the framework 

necessary for testing ecological hypotheses and developing management strategies that yield tangible 

conservation benefits. Here I provide a brief review of studies that have successfully used this ecological 

framework to conserve Australian frogs and reptiles. In doing so, I show why studies on focal species are 

necessary to conserve Australia’s threatened taxa, and provide some examples of how coordinated management 

of threatening processes across multiple land tenures can bring about positive conservation outcomes. I finish 

by highlighting some of key issues that conservation biologists must address if we want to conserve Australia’s 

remarkably rich and diverse herpetofauna. 
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Why won’t the kids leave home? 

When and where offspring disperse has important implications for the evolutionary emergence and maintenance 

of group living. Decisions regarding whether or not to remain in the parental territory are largely driven by the 

availability of suitable habitat in which to settle. Although there is ample evidence of correlations between 



habitat saturation and delayed dispersal, experimental tests are rare, particularly for species with facultative 

group formation. We manipulated the density of conspecifics in enclosed populations of a family living reptile 

to experimentally evaluate the influence of habitat saturation on the tendency to delay dispersal. Habitat 

saturation did not influence whether or not offspring explored their surroundings. However, when conspecific 

density was high, more offspring delayed dispersal and those that did settle in high-density enclosures had 

reduced survival. These patterns appear to be due to increased dispersal costs imposed by conspecific 

aggression; offspring that explored high-density enclosures had reduced body condition and a greater risk of 

mortality. We discuss these results in the context of the evolutionary origins of family living. 
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Mike Bull: a pioneer of lizard sociality 

Thanks to Mike Bull, the sleepy lizard evolved from a model of host-parasite relationships to an unlikely 

symbol of sociality. His observation that sleepy lizards followed each other, and that the same pairs were 

reconnecting at the start of each breeding season, launched a research program on sociality. This finding 

prompted a search for other social lizards, and new questions about the evolution and maintenance of sociality. 

Soon, other members of the Egernia group were under study and complex sociality became a defining feature of 

the group, with only some exceptions. While Mike is best known for his long-term study of sleepy lizards, he 

and his lab also branched out into a number of other Egernia group species and he has trained a small army of 

naturalists that are continuing his tradition. I will discuss Mike’s immense contribution to our understanding of 

sociality and the value of his long-term research on sleepy lizard sociality.    
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A most dangerous game: can the average Western Australian differentiate between harmless and 

venomous endemic reptiles? 

Perth, Western Australia, is home to around 70 reptile species, including over 10 venomous snake species. 

Although most reptiles are not dangerous, the public appears to collectively fear them. Phobias of reptiles are 

exacerbated by lack of knowledge, and urban Australians are less likely to differentiate between venomous and 

non-venomous species than people from rural towns. We aimed to quantify the public’s ability to correctly 

identify the names of five endemic Western Australian reptile species, indicate whether or not those species 

were venomous, and if they were a snake or a lizard. We tested this survey using live specimens in display 

enclosures: dugite (Pseudonaja affinis), tiger snake (Notechis scutatus), south-western carpet python (Morelia 

spilota imbricata), bobtail skink (Tiliqua rugosa rugosa), and western blue-tongued lizard (Tiliqua occipitalis). 

The displays were held at three separate community events to capture a range of ages, interests and localities. 

We found that men more accurately identified species than women, and having a prior interest in the 

environment increased participant scores significantly. The highest scores came from children who kept at least 

one reptile as a pet. Overall, most people failed the test, and in the real world such decisions would lead to 

potentially disastrous results. 
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Ecological constraints and group living in gidgee skinks 

The aims of the project is to study the effects of habitat constraints on sociality within the group living 

species, Egernia stokesii. This will be conducted through looking at the interactions and relatedness among 

individuals within captive populations being cared for at Flinders University.  Interaction data will be collected 

by observing who resides with who within each crevice in the enclosures and the DNA will be analysed. SNPs 

will be determined using RAD seq and will be used to estimate relatedness. Due to the sociality within the 

species, it would be expected that the more related the individuals will have higher levels of interactions or live 

in the same crevice spaces. The hypothesis for the study is that even when there is an excess of crevices in their 

habitat the group sizes will stay the same. The significance of this project is to gain a deeper understanding of 

the social behaviours within group living species. It will help to further our knowledge of kin selection and the 

habitat saturation hypothesis within group living species. This new research information on family group 

behaviour will add to our knowledge base on sociality and how it’s maintained throughout time. 
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Persistence in the face of invasion: does Christmas Island’s last remaining endemic reptile use predator 

avoidance strategies to evade extinction? 

Predation by introduced and invasive species is one of the key threatening processes in the global decline of 

endemic island reptile communities, often causing island-wide biota extinctions. Invasive predators such as 

black rats, giant centipedes and wolf snakes have been accidentally introduced to Christmas Island, in the Indian 

Ocean and are thought be key culprits in the catastrophic declines and near-extinctions of five out of six native 

reptile species. The last remaining reptile species, the endemic and endangered Christmas Island giant gecko 

(Cyrtodactylus sadleiri), persists in the face of these invasions, however the mechanisms behind its survival are 

unknown. Here I will discuss the potential mechanisms behind the persistence of the giant gecko and present 

my findings on an experimental approach; using predator scent cues in a controlled environment to observe if 

Christmas Island giant geckos evade extinction through behavioral avoidance strategies. Recent soft-releases 

and planned future reintroductions of critically endangered captive-bred reptiles back into the wild on Christmas 

Island is reliant on prior knowledge of predator interactions, particularly those of uncontrolled invasive species. 

This research, in collaboration with Parks Australia hopes to inform on-ground management of Christmas 

Island’s threatened reptiles and prevent further extinctions. 
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Brown and taipan antivenom efficacy and cross-reactivity with coagulotoxins from all Pseudonaja and 

Oxyuranus species 

Snakes of the genera Pseudonaja and Oxyuranus are responsible for the majority of snake bites and resulting 

deaths in Australia and southern Papua New Guinea. These venoms are known for their severe impact on the 

nervous and circulatory systems of bite victims. To date, venoms from only a few species within these genera 

have been tested for their coagulopathic capacity. Consequently, we tested the impact of venoms from all 

known Pseudonaja and Oxyuranus species on the clotting of human plasma. We conducted these tests along a 

range of doses and compared the effects of CSL Brown Snake Antivenom, CSL Taipan Antivenom, and ICP 



Taipan Antivenom (a new, cheaper alternative) across the complete range of described species in these genera. 

We also tested the cross-reactivity of these antivenoms with non-target genera. The results of these bioactivity 

tests are of clinical importance for the production and administration of antivenoms, particularly in 

impoverished rural regions with insufficient financial access to expensive antivenoms. This study also sheds 

light on the structure-function relationships of these venoms and provides possible avenues for biodiscovery.  
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